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additional capabilities were added to the sensors, but several highly desirable capabilities
were not achieved; these were: (1) the identification of hail and ice pellets, (2) the identi-
fication of mixed precipitation, (3) the measurement of densities of various snow particle
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Preliminary indications are that the measurement of backscatter radiations from precipitation
particles, along with the standard forward scatter measurements, can provide the necessary
information to attain those goals which were not achieved during the program.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backeround

Under a prior ('ontract with IISS Inc, the Air Force supported a program for the

development of an Automated Present W4eather Sensor based on an invention by two

of the authors. T.,o sen.,ors %ere developed under that program. The first of these was

termed a Laborator\ Model Sensor (as opposed to an operational model) because it did

not have an on-board microprocessor; rather it used a remotely located personal computer

to perform the data collections, data analysis, real-time reporting functions and storage

of data.

Based on the knowledge gained with the Laboratory Model Sensor a second. Field

lodel Sensor. was developed. The Field Model Present Weatier Sensor had an on-board

mic'ooropreesor w,:hich analyzed precipitation and obstruction to vision data. At the end

of ca( h sampling time period, a report was sent to a user terminal, the sensor then dlumped

the anal\ zed data and began the collection and analysis process all over again.

Both the Laborator\ Model sensor and the Field Model sensor were tested extensive-

I\ at the :\ir Force Geophysics Laboratory (Weather Test Facility) at Otis ANrH, M.A.

The results of those tests were presented in a final report under the Air Force Contract

(Reference I). That report delineated the capabilities of the HlSS Inc Automated Present

Weather Sensor and established goals and approaches to those goals for improving and

expanding the capabilities of this type of Present Weather Sensor.

In a subsequent procurement the Air Force addressed the goals of improved and

2xpanded capabilities for the two present weather sensors. This report describes that

program and its results.

1.2 Present Weather Definition

The Lerm "Present Weather" as employed in the Federal Meteorological Handbook

(Reference 2) includes a large class of atmospheric phenomena (e.g., tornadic activity,

thunder'Iorm activity. precipitation, obstructions to vision, and "other" atmospheric

phenomena such as aurora). For purposes of this program, the term present weather

refers to those atmospheric phenomena which are local to an Automated Present Weather

Observing Sensor. Thes2 phenomena include: (1) all forms of liquid and frozen precipita-

tion. e.g.. rain, drizzle, snow, snow pellets, snow grains, ice pellets (formerly sleet) and

hail. and (2) those suspended particles which are classed as obstructions to vision; namely,

mist. fog. haze, dust and smoke.
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1.3 tSS Inc Present Weather Measurement Technique

The unique capabilities of the IISS Inc present weather observing sensors derives

from their ability to measure the size and velocity of each precipitation particle that

passes through te ie saii pie voluilic of the sensor head. After the passaIge of a precipi-

tation particle through the sample volume the size and velocity information is stored

in a data matrix by a data processing system. Particle size/velocity data is collected

and stored for a time interval (the sample time period) adequate to provide a statistically

significant and representative sample of particle sizes and velocities. At the end of

the sample time period, the size/velocity matrix is analyzed utilizing software algorithms

which identify the type of precipitation and measure its rate of fall.

An adjunct capability of the HSS Inc present weather sensors is the measurement

of the atmospheric extinction coefficient, hence visual range. As a result, the instrument

has three basic capabilities: (1) the detection, identification, and quantification of the

various forms of precipitation: (2) the ability to discern whether an obstruction to vision

i, caused by precipitating particles or by suspended particles (i.e., haze, fog, smoke or

dust); and (3) the ability to separate the fraction of the total atmospheric coefficient

due to suspended particles from the portion due to precipitating particles.

An abbreviated description of the present weather measurement technique may

be found in Appendix A. A more complete description may be found in Reference 1.

The IISS Inc present weather measurement technique has been granted U.S. patent No.

4,613,938 and Canadian Patent No. 1,229,240. Patents are also pending in several other

countries.

Throughout this report the abbreviated term EXCO is substituted for the more

complete term Atmospheric Extinction Coefficient, and the abbreviated term EXCO

MINUS EVENTS is substituted for the more complete phrase Atmospheric Extinction

Coefficient with the effects of Precipitation Removed.
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2.0 PROGRAM TO UPGRADE SENSOR PERFORMANCE

2.1 Program Objectives

The Air Force has not, as yet, established a set of performance requirements

for present weather sensors. Both the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) and the National

Weather Service (NWS) have, however, established performance requirements for present

weather sensors. In the absence of specific Air Force requirements, the FAA and NWS

performance requirements were utilized as objectives for the present program.

The FAA performance requirements for present weather sensors which were estab-

lished by the FAA for their Automated Weather Observing Systems (AWOS) are described

in Reference 3. The FAA performance requirements which were similarly established

by the NWS for their Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) may be found on

Reference 4.

The NWS-ASOS performance requirements for present weather sensors are provided

in Table 21. Those for the FAA-AWOS sensors do not differ significantly, thus will not

be repeated here other than to call attention to three instances in which their reporting

procedures differ. In the first instance, the FAA does not require an intensity assignment

(e.g., R-, R. R+) to the type of precipitation. In the second instance, the FAA does require

an accelerated notification of the onset of precipitation (e.g., for precipitation rates

of 0.1 1 inches per hour or more the sensor shall detect the onset of precipitation within

one minute). Finally, the FAA performance requirements for identification of precipitation

type varies with ambient temperature ranges.

A thoughtful study of both the NWS-ASOS and FAA-AWOS performance require-

ments for present weather sensors will conclude, we believe, that the AWOS requirements

are in the main contained within the ASOS requirements and thus, we need only address

the ASOS requirements. We point out, however, that neither set of performance require-

ments explicitly specifies some essential testing parameters (e.g.,): (1) the number

of operating hours 'hat a sensor must be subjected to the various forms of precipitation

when evaluating identification performance, (2) the period of the time over which the

false alarm rate is to be evaluated, and (3) a precipitation rate threshold level for evalua-

ting the false alarm rate.

At the outset of this program a plan was established that had as its objectives:

(1) meeting the AIVOS/ASOS performance requirements, and (2) extending the sensor

capabilities beyond those needed to meet the AWOS/ASOS requirements and into other



Table 2.1. National Weather Service Performance Requirements for the ASOS Present
Weather Sensor.

The Present Weather Sensor shall meet the following functional and engineering
requirements:

* The rainfall and wet snowfall detection threshold shall be a rate of 0.01 inch
per hour, as measured using a standard NWS Tipping Bucket.

* The precipitation rate accuracy shall be the larger of 10% or 0.01 inches/hr.

* The solid precipitation shall be correctly detected at least 99% of the time
(reported as either "S" or "P") and shall be correctly identified at least 97%
of the time.

* The liquid precipitation shall be correctly detected at least 99% of the time
(reported as either "R", "L" or "P") and shall be correctly identified at least
90% of the time.

" The false alarm rate shall be less than or equal to 0.2%.

" The sensor shall provide sufficient data to the Present Weather Algorithm
Appendix A so that the following weather situations can be identified:

Light Drizzle (L-)
Moderate Drizzle (L)
Light Rain (R-)
Moderate Rain (R)
Heavy Rain (R+)
Light Snow (S-)
Moderate Snow (S)
Heavy Snow (S+)
Mixed or other

Precipitation (P)

" The sensor shall report the start or end of a present weather event within five
minutes of the time that a certified observer would so report.

" The sensor shall be interrogated once per minute.

Source of Requirements: See Reference 4
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areas of concern and interest to the Air Force. These two broad objectives were addressed

by outlining specific objectives and separating them into two categories:

PRIORITY UPGRADE GOALS

" Detect and Identify Drizzle

" Improve Rain Identifications

* Improve Snow Identifications

" Improve False Alarm Discrimination

" Identify Hail and Ice Pellets

" Provide Transrmissometer Equivalent EXCO's

" Assess Rainrate Algorithm Accuracy

* Increase Ambient Temperature Operating Range

" Evaluate VR-301A Visibility Sensor as a Possible Present Weather Sensor

DESIRABLE UPGRADE GOALS

" Identify Mixed Precipitation

" Distinguish Between Fog and Smoke/Dust as an Obstruction to Vision

" Resolve Differences in the Density of Snow Particle Types

" Provide Graphic Video Display of Rainrate and Visual Range at Control

Computer

" Provide Semi-Automatic Calibration Checks

" Transmit Precipitation Identification Matrices from Sensor to Control

Computer

" Improve Algorithm to Distinguish Fog in the Presence of Precipitation

2.2 Hardware Upgrades

The upgrade program for the two Air Force present weather sensors began in

the summer of 1986. The program was intended as a mixture of software improvements

and minor hardware upgrades. Fortuitously, HSS Inc received an SBIR contract award

from the Army that same summer for the development of a compact, portable, lightweight,

battery-powered present weather sensor (eventually called the Model PW-403 Present

Weather Sensor). Under the Army contract, improved circuit boards with an extended

operating temperature range (-401C to +850C) were developed. Since the Air Force

sensors were experimental in nature with handwired circuit boards, a low-cost upgrade

to printed circuit boards was readily available once the PC boards for the Army sensors

were developed.
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2.2.1 Field Model Sensor

Because the field model sensor has an on-board microprocessor and, therefore,

is the prototype for all future present weather sensors of the ItSS Inc type, it was the

obvious choice with which to begin the hardware phase of the upgrade program. One

important objective of the hardware upgrades was to enable the field model sensor to

detect drizzle and measure its intensity. Drizzle is composed of fine water drops having

a diameter less than 0.5 millimeter (radius of 250 microns). In order to accomplish that

task it was necessary to increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) characteristics of the

instrument, since any attempt to lower the particle detection threshold level would

increase false alarms generated by noise spikes.

An increase in S/N ratio was brought about by changes to the optical transmitter.

A new transmitter design incorporated a higher power IRED source to improve the

sensitivity of the instrument thus allowing it to detect particles of smaller size. The

higher power IRED, in turn, required an upgrade of the transmitter circuit board to provide

increased power to the IRED.

Another new feature was added to the transmitter at the same time; namely,

a photodiode monitor of the IRED light output, with an accompanying feedback circuit

to stabilize the light output of the IRED at a constant value. Light output from an IRED

degrades by 20 percent over its ten year expected lifetime. The output is also temperature

dependent. In the past, IISS Inc had stabilized the IRED against temperature variations

by housing it in a small crystal oven. Source fatigue was previously compensated for

by requiring a yearly calibration check of the instrument.

The field model sensor was operated for a period of time at HSS Inc after the

hardware modifications and then returned to the AFGL Weather Test Facility (WTF)

at Otis ANGB. During the following several weeks, experiments were conducted to empir-

ically find the optimum particle detection threshold for rejection of random electronic

noise spikes. If the threshold is set too high, instrument sensitivity to drizzle and light

rain is reduced. If the threshold is set too low, noise spikes caused by glints from sunlit

objects in the background scene viewed by the detector can cause false alarms which,

in turn, brings the false alarm discrimination algorithms into excessive use.

Prior to the transmitter modification, the threshold was set at a particle radius

of 265 microns (.265 millimeters). After the modification, it was found that the instrument

could be operated at a particle threshold setting of 212 microns. This result is equivalent

to a 50 percent improvement in the sensitivity of the instrument. At a later date, an

adaptive threshold technique was invented for the receiver that enabled the sensor to

6



detect particles w ith radii a, small as 160 microns. This change represented an overall

270 percent increa-.e in sensitivity of the sensor.

IISS Inc had proposed eight specific hardware upgrades to the Air Force. Six of

these fell into the Priority Goals Category, the remaining two into the category of Desir-

able Goals. The six hardware upgrades, which were incorporated into the field model

sensor and all subsequent present weather sensors manufactured by IiSS Inc are listed

below. In many cases, the hardware upgrades were accompanied by associated software

upg rades.

I. A higher pover IED source was incorporated into the transmitter.

2. The light output of the IRED was stabilized against temperature variation:;

using a photodiode and feedback circuit, which also t.abilized against source fatigue.

3. The sensor EXCO calibration check was made semi-automatic. Any readjustment

can no%% be performed at the control computer terminal, or locally at the sensor using

a portable hand-held computer such as the Radio Shack Model 100. It is first necessary

to manually install the calibration reference standard. The equivalent EXCO value of

the reference standard is then sent by the operator via either terminal to the on-board

microprocessor along with a command to check the instrument EXCO calibration. The

sensor first self-checks its zero reading then its reading on the reference standard. If

any changes are required, they are automatically made in software parameters rather

than laboriously removing covers from the sensor head and adjusting potentiometers.

4. In a manner similar to the self-check of the atmospheric extinction coefficient

calibration, a self-check of the on-board temperature sensor can be made from the desktop

computer terminal or from a portable hand-held computer. It is only necessary to type

in the temperature check command and the correct ambient temperature. If the on-board

temperature sensor is providing a reading different from the correct ambient temperature

reading then the on-board temperature sensor calibration will be automatically changed

to provide the correct reading.

5. The precipitation size/velocity matrix can now be sent from the sensor to

the user terminal for permanent storage.

6. A new on-board microprocessor employs CMOS solid state electronics. This

upgrade coupled with the use of industrial grade electronics throughout allows the field

model sensor and all newer present weather sensors to meet an operating ambient tempera-

ture range requirement of -40 0 C to 850 C.

The remaining two hardware upgrades suggested by I1Sg lnc were: (1) the

incorporation of an on-board relative humidity sensor and (2) acceptance of wind speed

and direction input signals; from the MAWS system. The on-board relative humidity sensor

was intended to provide the necessary input to the present weather sensor to distinguish

7



rog from smoke or dust. The acceptance of wind speed/direction from the AFGL Weather

'Test Facility M.,\WS system was intended as a diagnostic tool for assessing the accurac\

of the precipitation and acc'tmulation algorithm s under varying, wind ('onditions.. Neither

of' these hardware upgrades were implemented due to the need to concentrate on achieving

the priority goals.

2.2.2 Laboratory Model Sensor

The Laboratory Model Present Weather Sensor is an anachronism in that no opera-

tional sensors will utilize the same remote microcomputer approach. Another anachronism

is that the software for the laboratory model sensor is peculiar to that sensor and unlike

the software of the field model sensor subsequent operational sensors.

A thorough review of the extensive changes required to upgrade the laboratory

model sensor was conducted with the AFGL contract technical monitor. The result was

a decision not to make any extensive upgrades to the laboratory model sensor. Rather,

it was decided to retain the Laboratory Model sensor essentially as it was and use it

as a reference instrument to gauge how well the upgrades incorporated in the Field

Model sensor and other newer, operational model instruments have improved the perform-

ance of the HiSS Inc type of present weather sensors.

2.2.3 Operational Model Sensors

The laboratory and field model sensors evolved from the independently developed

IISS Inc Model VR-301 Visibility Sensors by adding a microprocessor to determine the

size and velocity of precipitation particles passing through its sample volume and by

applying algorithms to identify the form of the precipitation, and measure its rate of

fall.

By 1985 a long testing experience with the VR-301 had demonstrated that the

optical transmitter and receiver should be separated by a greater distance to prevent

rain splatter off their hoods from appearing in the sample volume along with the falling

rain. It was further established that the sample volume should be elevated above the

back mount which supports the transmitter and receiver arms, again to prevent rain

splatter from getting into the sample volume, but also to prevent any impediment to

the free flow of fog into the sample volume.

The design changes required to eliminate the problems of the VR-301 resulted

in the Model VR-301A Visibility Sensor. A prototype VR-301A was fabricated in 1985

8



under an internal HSS Inc R&D program. The Model VR-301A sensor head configuration

was then used for all operational type present weather sensors. The latter was given

a Model PW-402A designation.

In August 1986, the Department of Transportation (DOT) announced a seven month

test program for present weather sensors to be conducted at the AFGL Weather Test

Facility during the winter of 1986/1987. The DOT recommended that two sensors

be provided so that testing could be continued uninterrupted in the case of a malfunction

of one of the sensors. HSS Inc elected to fabricate sensors of the new Model PW-402A

configuration (see Figure 2.1) for the DOT/FAA Test Program.

In September 1986, the NWS requested the lease of an instrument similar to those

being fabricated for the DOT/FAA for testing at the NWS Sterling, VA test site during

the winter of 1986/1987. HSS Inc then commenced fabrication of a third sensor with

the new PW-402A configuration.

The increased separation of the optical transmitter and receiver of the Model

PW-402A enlarged the sample volume of the sensor from 400 cm 3 to 800 cm 3 . It had

earlier been established that the 400 cm 3 was roughly optimum for an HSS Inc type of

present weather sensor since it provided a low probability of two precipitation particles

being present in the sample volume of any instant of time, thus permitting an unambiguous

determination of particle size and velocity even in the heaviest of rainfalls.

After some preliminary experience with the Model PW-402A in rain episodes,

it was concluded that indeed the sample volume was too large and should be reduced

to near the optimum size of 400 cm 3 .

A reduction in size of the PW-402A sample volume from 800 cm 3 back to approxi-

mately 400 cm 3 was accomplished by increasing the focal length of the projection lens

in the transmitter. The increase in focal length had the net effect of reducing the

diameter of the projected bundle of light at the sample volume.

By the end of 1986 HSS Inc had completed the fabrication of three Model PW-402A

operational type present weather sensors. These sensors are identified by their reporting

ID Numbers as PW-03, PW-04, and PW-05 as indicated in Table 2.2. It was necessary

to assign ID No.'s to each of the instruments so that the many sensors under test by the

DOT, NWS and Air Force could be correctly identified by their data logging equipment.

The Laboratory Model Sensor and Field Model Sensor were designated ID Numbers PW-01

and PW-02 respectively.

The WSMR present weather sensors listed in the table were not part of any formal

testing program, but had to be identified so that their measurement data would not be

confused with that of any other sensor.
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FIGURE :2.1. The Model PW-402A Present Weather Sensor.
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For completeness of the sensor identification table three other Model PW-402A

sensors are listed. These sensors were not used in the winter of 1986/1987 test program

since they were not fabricated until late 1987, They were included in the winter 1987/1988

test program.

2.3 Software Upgrades

In addition to the software modifications associated with the hardware improve-

ments, a number of strictly software upgrades were incorporated in the proposed program.

Again, these upgradr- fcll into two categories, priority upgrades and desirable upgrades.

The software improvements are described in the following sections.

2.3.1 Priority Upgrades

2.3.1.1 Change of Reporting Codes

Prior to the winter of 1986/1987, the HSS Inc Present Weather Sensors

reported obstruction to vision using the International Visibility code. That code has ten

visibility classifications ranging from Exceptionally Clear to Dense fog. Precipitation

type and intensity were reported in words: (e.g., light rain, heavy snow, etc.). Drizzle

was reported as rain, if it was detected at all.

To bring all automated present weather sensors into a common 1987/1988

reporting scheme for the winter tests, the DOT, Air Force and NWS agreed upon the

use of the NWS weather observation code as practiced by human observers. In that

reporting code, symbols are used to characterize the type and intensity of precipitation,

as shown in Table 2.3. Obstructions to vision are reported as either haze (II) or fog (F).

An additional symbol (P) is included for automated sensors to report unidentified

precipitation. (NP) is added to definitize the fact that no precipitation was detected.

The revised IISS Inc reporting code took two minor exceptions to the NWS

reporting code: (1) heavy drizzle is reported as L+, whereas there is no heavy drizzle

category in the NWS reporting code, and (2) very light unidentified precipitation is

reported as (P-) instead of P. The fact that the HSS Inc sensors can distinguish heavy

drizzle from drizzle or light rain led HSS Inc to include (L+) in its reporting code.

During the winter of 1986/1987, HSS Inc employed several additional

symbols in its reporting code in an attempt to identify mixed precipitation. By late 1987,

however, all sensors but the Laboratory Model sensor used the NWS reporting code shown

in Table 2.3. The Laboratory Model sensor continues to report in the pre-1986 manner.
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Table 2.3 Reporting Codes Employed in the IISS Inc Automated Present Weather Sensors:
1986-1988.

(A) INTENSITY OF DRIZZLE (RATE OF FALL BASIS)

Classification Rate of Fall (in/min) Reporting Symbol

Trace Less than 0.000083 L-
Light Trace to 0.00017 L-
Moderate 0.00017 to 0.00033 L
fleav More than 0.00033 Lf

(B) INTENSITY OF RAINFALL

Classification Rate of Fall (in/min) Reporting Symbol

Trace Less than 0.000083 R-
Light Trace to 0.0017 R-
Moderate .0017 to 0.005 R
Heavy More than 0.005 R+

(C) INTENSITY OF SNOWFALL (VISIBILITY BASIS)

Classification Visual Range (miles) Reporting Symbol

Light More than 5/8 S-
Moderate 5/16 to 5/8 S
IHeavy Less than 5/16 S+

(D) OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION

Classification Visual Range (miles) Reporting Symbol

Haze 7.0 to 3.0 if
Fog Less than 3.0 F

(E) UNIDENTIFIED PRECIPITATION

Classification Rate of Fall (particles/min) Reporting Symbol

Very Light Less than 30 P-
Light to Heavy 30 or More P

13



2.3.1.2 Transmitter Equivalent EXCO

The IISS Inc Present Weather sensors also function as forward scatter-

visibility sensors. I'orward scatter visibility sensors are known to report larger values

of extinction coefficient in rain than do transmissometers. The reason for this disparity

is a phenomenon peculiar to the transmissometers.

S)uring rain the light projected by the transmitter of a transmissometer

(an reach the receiver by two paths: first, it can follow a direct path whereby it does

not suffer a scattering collision with a raindrop; secondly, if some of the projected light

does scatter from raindrops, an amount equal to one-half of the scattered light is
diffracted in a highly forwrd direction and thus can enter the receiver. The diffracted

component of light adds to the unattenuated light thereby reducing the measured

attenuation coefficient.

A forward scatter visibility sensor operating at the central scattering
angle of 35 degrees does not "see" the diffracted component of light, which is included

in an angle less than one degree. Hence, the sensor measures the true attenuation

coefficient.

Although the transmissometer measures a lower EXCO value than the
true value in rain, there is a school of opinion that believes that the transmissometer

A('(O value provides visual ranges more in agreement with human observers than do
E'XCO values measured by forward scatter meters. The argument for their case is that

that there is a similarity between a tranz-missometer and the eye/target relationship

of the human observer.

Another school of opinion has it that indeed there is a similarity between

a transmissometer and the human observer when the target is a point source of light.
but not for the case where the target is a non-self lumininous object. In this latter

situation, the airlight (i.e., light scattered by raindrops and aerosols) reduces the

target/background contrast in accordance with the law of contrast reduction. The law

of contrast reduction determines visibility on the basis of the of the total extinction

coefficient. Thus, in the case of non-luminous objects forward scatter meters may well

provide visibility values in rain that are more in accord with human observers than are

those of transmissometers.

Transmissometer' remain the primary reference standard against which

all visibility sensors are calibrated and judged. This is because they provide absolute

values of the atmospheric extinction coefficient rather than relative values. Scatter

meters measurc relative values of the atmospheric extinction coefficient which arc

converted to absolute values by means of calibration constants obtained by comparison

of readings from prototype sensor with those of a transmissometer. Because the
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transmissometer retains this honored position. it is widely accepted that measurements

by all other types of visibility sensors must agree (within acceptable limits) with those

of tran.smissomcters in all forms of weather (haze, fog, rain, snow, etc.).

The ISS Inc forward scatter meter readings agree well with transmissoneter

readings in haze. fog and snow. In rain it records higher EXCO values than a

transmissometer, but k ithin acceptable limits. One goal of the program was to develop

the :-oftaare to bring the visibility measurements during rain to accord with those of

a tran-snisometer. To make the measurements agree in rain required a knowledge of

!hie re~punse of each type of instrument to various intensities of rain. A brief empirical

>tud\ ,aa , conducted u ;n two HSS Inc forward scatter meter response located near

a 511( foot baseline transmissorneter at the .\F(;I. \eather Test Facility at Otis AN(;i.

It wa> found that the forward scatter meters and the transmissometer response followed

a poa er laa behavior. but with different exponents as shown in Figure 2.2. The power

law results obtained for the 5() foot ttransmissometer agree well with those given in

References 5 and G.

The results of this investigation have been, incorporated into the on-board micro-

processor calculations of the present weather sensors. Values of the TRA NSRISSl I.OM 'TI.?

EQUIVALENT EXCO are included in the message sent to the control computer along

with the total ENCO and EXCO MINUS EVENTS. At present, visual ranges provided

by the present weather sensors are determined from the total EXCO. The

TRANSMISSO-METER EQUIVALENT EXCO could be used for that purpose should the

operator choose to do so.

It should be noted, the IISS Inc Present Weather Sensors can provide the

TRA NS11ISSO.",ITER EQUIVALENT EXCO without reference to any other sensors because

the Present Weather Sensors measure both the total EXCO and RAINRATE as required

by the equation for .- (adjusted) in Figure 2.2.
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2. 3.1 .3 Impro% c 11r-ecipitation [dentification Accuracy

.\t the outset of the program, the plan to improve the accuracy of

precipitation identification was straightforward. Archived data from the previous year,

(i.e.. precipitation identification matrices) that encompassed a variety of snow and rain

episodes. would be u:c, to test upgraded identification algorithms. By the iterative

proces of modifying ,m, retesting, the algorithms would be improved to the point where

the hd the desired identification accuracy.

This seemin-l\ straightforward plan did not anticipate the radical changs

in the precipitation identification matrices that resulted from the large increase in

.ensitivit\ to small particles brought about b the hardware changes. When it was

discovered lite in 19~s86, after the hardware changes were complete, that the identification

matrices xere draniatically changed as a result of the increased sensitivity to small

particles, the original upgrade plan had to be abandoned. It then became necessary to

rollect nav. Piatrix data for amlysis and subsequent redrafting of the identification
algorithms.

Algorithm redrafting began after the hardware upgrades were complete,

that i, shortly before the winter of 1986/1987 set in. A small amount of rain data was

collected before the precipitation episodes changed entirely to snow. The algorithms

were hastily revised in time for the mid-January start of the DOT and NWS test programs.

\fter the test programs were concluded, revision of the identification algorithms continued

tiin- archived data from snow episodes and from post-winter rain episodes.

The winter of 1986/1987 tests demonstrated several inadequacies in the

identification capabilities of the sensors. The inadequate performance was thought to

result from the haste in which the identification algorithms were prepared and the small

data base from which they were derived.

There was every expectation that the algorithms that were finalized after

completion of the 1986/1987 winter tests would demonstrate a considerable improvement

in precipitation identification accuracy by the sensors during the following winter

(1987/1988). Such was not the case. Algorithms that worked well in instruments located

at IISS Inc did not work well at Otis ANG13, where the testing took place. The difference

in performance was readily traced to the high wind conditions at the latter site.

Precipitation identification algorithms for IISS Inc present weather sensors

normally depend heavily on the use of particle size/velocity (listributions. Under strong

wind conditions, such as those that prevail during winter and spring storms on Cape Cod,

the particle velocity distribution is skewed making it an unreliable discriminator for
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use in precipitation identification. Several attempts were made early in the 1987/1988

winter to adapt the atlgorithms to the skewed velocity distributions, but with limited

SUICC ss.

It was finally concluded that particle velocity must be replaced by another

piece of information as an identification discriminator. Several possibilities were

considered, the most promising of which was the addition of a second receiver to measure

the scattering coefficient at an angle considerably different from that of the primary

receiver which is 35 degrees.

Having decided to add a second receiver, the remaining question to resolve

was the optimum scattering angle. A review of the angular scattering properties of

snow, rain, fog and haze led to the conclusion that the optimum measurement angle for

a second receiver was near 100 degrees. Around that angle water droplets, fog particles

and haze aerosols have a pronounced scattering minimum. Scattering by snowflakes

is more uniform at all angles.

The second receiver is designed to mount on the bracket provided on the

junction box which is situated between the transmitter and receiver arms. The bracket

is normally used to mount the calibration reference standard only when performing a

calibration check. The electronics associated with the second receiver are housed within

the junction box. A photograph of the PW-402A with the second receiver installed is

shown in Figure 2.3.

A single prototype receiver was fabricated and incorporated into the PW-04

sensor during January 1988. After a brief test period at HSS Inc, the sensor was moved

to Otis ANGB where it was installed on 2 February 1988.

During the short test period at HSS Inc one snowstorm occurred, and shortly

after the installation at Otis ANGB, a rain episode occurred with a changeover to snow.

From the data obtained on those two episodes algorithms were developed to assist in

the precipitation identification. The result was a dramatic improvement in the accuracy

of the identifications. Those same algorithms were used throughout the rest of the winter

without change.

The improvement in precipitation identification accuracy started out

as a planned software upgrade. The most innovative solution turned out to be a hardware

upgrade. Nevertheless, it is reported here under priority software upgrades since, under

the original plan, that was the intent. Needless to say, several hardware upgrades resulted

in changes to the software as was previously noted. Similarly, some software upgrades

had accompanying hardware changes.
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FIGURE 2-3. A Model PW-402A Present Weather Sensor with the
Exprimenltal Backscatter Detector lnstailld,81de View.
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2.3.1.4 Improve False Alarm Discrimination Accuracy

The two most probable sources of false alarms in an HSS Inc type of present

weather sensor are: (1) noise spikes generated in the primary receiver under high ambient

light conditions, and (2) sun glints caused by an image of the sun reflecting off of nearby

mirror-like objects in the field-of-view of the primary receiver (e.g., windshields of auto-

mobiles). Vibration is not a source of false alarms in an HSS Inc type of present weather

sensor. False alarm prevention in the HSS Inc sensors is dealt with in two ways: by

rejection in software and by threshold discrimination in hardware.

Most false alarms can be eliminated in software. They invariably appear

in the precipitation identification matrix as particles with distinct size/velocity

distributions unlike the size/velocity characteristics of any natural precipitation.

Algorithms were formulated early in the development of the sensors that reject most

false alarms. Plans formulated for the present program called for a continuation of

the process of upgrading the algorithms to reject any false alarms which might elude

the older algorithms.

False alarms were not considered a serious problem in the HSS Inc sensors

since the false alarm rate was already at an acceptable limit. But during the course

of the present program the false alarm rate was fortuitously reduced to near insignificance

by the same hardware improvements that led to the capability of detecting drizzle size

particles. The improvement in S/N ratio brought on by a greater IRED source output

and by the adaptive threshold discriminator virtually eliminated detector noise as a source

of false alarms. Again, this was a case where a hardware upgrade was substituted for

a planned software upgrade.

On one occasion during the winter of 1987/1988, light precipitation (P-)

was reported by one sensor near noontime on a cloudless day. The problem was traced

to sun glints from windshields of automobiles located in a parking lot less than 100 feet

away. A slight turning of the sensor head eliminated the problem. In this instance, the

particle size/velocity distribution in the precipitation identification matrices did not

differ significantly from those of natural particles.

A software algorithm for rejection of the sun glints based on ambient

light level was conceived, but not implemented because the DOT tests were in progress.

The sun glint problem is not considered serious because it can only occur when vChicles

are parked nearby and are also within the narrow field-of-view of the receiver which

is very unlikely in an operational situation. The rejection algorithm can be implemented

if it ever becomes necessary to do so.

On some occasions in heavy fog, the sensors report light precipitation

when human observers do not. An examination of the precipitation identification matrices
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indicates two basically different types of occurrences; one type is classifiable as a false

alarm while the other is probably not. In the first type of occurrence the false particles

appear in the large/slow bins of the size velocity matrix. These false particles have

been identified as being caused by inhomogenieties in wind-blown fog. Algorithms have

been developed that reject most, but not all, of these occurrences. Further work is needed

in this case.

In the second case, the particles appear as small/slow particles in the

size/velocity matrix. In this instance, we believe that the sensors are detecting true

particles that are in the mist-size category and the human observers choose not to

distinguish them from very large fog particles.

2.3.1.5 Identify_ Hail and Ice Pellets

Precipitation in the form of ice pellets and hail is of importance to the

aviation world even though the occurrence of each of these precipitation is rare. To

develop algorithms that will identify these precipitation forms demands that a number

of such episodes occur at the site of a present weather sensor to obtain a sufficient data

base of particle size/velocity distributions for analysis.

The occurrence of ice pellets alone, unaccompanied by snow or rain, seems

to be a rarity at Otis ANGB. During the winters of 1986/1987 and 1987/1988, human

observers at the AFGL WTF and/or the Otis FAA control tower reported ice pellets (IP)

during some precipitation episodes, but always accompanied by rain or snow. The ice

pellets invariably occurred when a changeover from rain to snow or vice versa occurred.

No attempt was made here because of the mixed forms of the precipitation, to develop

algorithms for the identification of ice pellets. The occurrence of hail at a particular

site is in general a very rare occurrence.

Hail occurred once at Otis ANGB during the three year time period that

IISS Inc present weather sensors were there. However, the AFGL-WTF data collection

system was not operating at the time so that there is zero data base to work with. Early

in the present program a tentative plan was formulated to simulate hail by dropping

small cubes of ice through the sample volume from a tower of sufficient height to provide

the terminal velocity of the simulated hail.

Experts on hail were contacted for advice on how best to simulate the

optical scattering properties of hail. The response was as stated above: i.e., small cubes

of ice would provide representative samples of hail for our purposes.

Again, because of the press of the more important program objectives,

the simulation of hail was never carried out.
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2.3.1.6 Improve Rainrate Measurement Accuracy

Measurement of rainrate. or snowfall rate, is easily accomplished by the

IlSS Inc types of present weather sensors since they measure the size of each particle

passing through their sample volume.

In the case of rain, the amount of water falling during the sample time

period, typically one minute, is calculated by the on-board microprocessor based on the

number and sizes of raindrops that were recorded during the sample time period.

A straightforward calculation of the amount of water falling through

the sample volume, based only on the number and size of the raindrops has an inherent

error. The ellipsoiual shape of the sample volume and the distribution of the source

illumination within the sample volume introduces a bias to the rainfall measurement

which must be compensated for by a calibration. For example, raindrops of the same

size falling through different parts of the sample volume can appear to have slightly

different sizes. An empirical calibration constant is found by comparing rainfall

accumulation measurements made by a prototype present weather sensor with rainfall

accumulation measurements made by a conventional rain gauge, usually a tipping bucket

rain gauge. The comparison is made for a number of rain episodes and the calibration

constant adjusted until good agreement is reached. The calibration constant thus arrived

at using a single prototype present weather sensor suffices for all other present weather

sensors of identical characteristics.

Previous in-house tests of the accuracy of the rainrate measurements

made by the HSS Inc Present Weather Sensors (Reference 1) had shown a measurement

accuracy of 7 percent. During those tests, fISS Inc discovered what most meteorologists

already know: that there is no ideal rain gauge for use as a reference standard. Rain

gauges are subject to the vagaries of: wind effects, freezing, evaporation, too slow a

rainrate and too fast a rainrate.

During the years 1986 and 1987 when IISS Inc Present Weather Sensors

were under either formal or in-house tests at the AFGL-WTF, a single heated tipping

bucket rain gauge was the only reference standard collocated with the Present Weather

Sensors. A second tipping bucket was located several hundred feet away from the sensor

test area. It, however, often gave readings that were inconsistent with the reference

gauge. At times the readings of the two gauges differed by as much as a factor of two.

For the winter 1987/1988 test program, an experimental weighing-tipping

rain gauge was installed by AFGL which proved to be a more reliable reference standard

although there were times when it also had problems. This experimental gauge is more

sensitive than the tipping bucket rain gauges. One of its problems occurs during very
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light rainfall. Before it registers any rainfall, its surfaces must be wetted. Often times

there is a lag between when the HSS Inc Present Weather Sensors first report precipitation

and the experimental weighing-tipping rain gauge first reports precipitation.

2.3.2 Desirable Software Upgrades

2.3.2.1 Identify Dust and Smoke

Dust, smoke and fog are indistinguishable by their extinction coefficients

alone. When the atmospheric extinction coefficient approaches or exceeds 1.5 kn - I

the obstruction to vision can almost certainly be attributed to one of these sources.

Invariably, the obstruction to vision at high extinction coefficients is fog, but not always.

The ability to distinguish between them could be important, especially for remotely operat-

ed present weather sensors.

Presently, the HSS Inc present weather sensors report only fog or haze

as obstructions to vision. According to the International Visibility Code, the borderline

between fog and haze is 1.5 km- 1 ; higher extinction coefficients representing fog, lower

represent haze. A different dividing line, 0.62 km - 1 , is used in the IISS Inc sensors.

Also, haze is only reported when the extinction coefficient lies between 0.62 km - I and

0.27 km - 1 (daytime visual ranges of 3.0 and 7.0 miles respectively).

The choice of the extinction coefficient that defines the separation between

fog and haze was made somewhat arbitrarily for the HSS Inc present weather sensors.

Here in the U.S. many weather observers choose to report fog if the obstruction to vision

limits the visibility to less than six miles. We chose to fix the separation between fog

and haze at a three mile daytime visual range, nearly midway between six miles and

the International Visibility Code value of 2 kilometers or 1.24 miles.

One convention sometimes used by the National Weather Service for

automatically distinguishing fog from haze uses the value of relative humidity and tle

temperature-dewpoint spread. If the relative humidity is greater than 50% and tile

temperature--dewpoint spread is greater than or equal to 4 degrees, then the obstruction

to vision is haze. If the relative humidity is greater than 50% and the spread is less than

4 degrees, then the obstruction to vision is fog. In addition, when the relative humidity

is less than .50% and the visual range is less than 7 miles (11.3 km), then the obstruction

to vision is smoke.

One of the desirable goals of the present program was to implement the

foregoing depoint spread conventional by installing a relative humidity sensor on-board

each present weather instrument. The humidity sensor would be near the on-board

temperature sensor which is situated at the bottom of the power/control unit.
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Modifications to the on-board microprocessor software would be made to implement

the necessary algorithms. This phase of the program was never accomplished because

of the need to achieve the higher priority goals of the program.

Two comments are in order here regarding this particular subject.

First, as the automation of weather reporting progresses it would be helpful, and

seemingly important, to have a standardized definition of fog here in the United States,

in terms of its atmospheric extinction coefficient.

Secondly, the addition of a backscatter receiver to the HSS Inc Present W\eather

Sensors opened Lip another possible way of distinguishing fog from smoke or dust. This

possibility became obvious during experiments with the prototype backscatter receiver

first installed on a present weather sensor. Preliminary evidence clearly established

a difference between the forwAardscatter/backscatter ratio for fog versus the same ratio

for smoke. Time did not permit further pursuit or exploitation of this technique as a

means for distinguishing between fog and smoke or dust.

2.3.2.2 Video Graphics Display

Until recently the only real-time video display of the present weather

sensor measurements was a tabular display at the control computer of infoer/operator

an instantaneous picture of the action that has taken place over a period of time. It

does not require scanning long sequences of numbers to digest what has happened in the

last hour or more. For that reason, a desirable goal of the present program was to develop

a graphics software program as an alternative way of displaying the present weather

sensor data.

Such a program was written for use on IBM Personal Computers (or any

of its clones). Examples of the graphics display and the corresponding tabular displays

are shown in Figures 2.4 through 2.7. The tabular displays provide seventeen minute

sequences of reporting information while the graphics displays provide one-hour segments

of data. The now-time cursor in the graphics display is the leading edge of the two-minute

gap in the visual range and rainrate displays. A legend of symbols and abbreviations

used in the two display forms is provided in Table 2.4.

A change from one type of display to the other can be made with the

touch of a function key on the control computer keyboard. A second software program

was developed to permit scrolling through archived data while viewing the graphics display.

For example, twenty-four hours of the graphics display can be reviewed in a few minutes.
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(a) Graphics Display : 13:58-14:56

(b) Tabular Display : 14:03-14:19

FIGURE :2.4.Real-Time Displays of Present Weather Data :4 September 1988.
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HSS PRESENT WEATHER OBSERVING SYSTEM
PRECIP RATE: 0.154 IN/HR TYPE: R
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VISUAL RANGE: 1.56 MI5
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(a) Graphics Display :19:49-20:47
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(b) Tabular Display 20:16-20:32

FIGURE :2-5. Real-Time Displays of Presient Weather Data : 4 September 1988.
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PRESENT WEATHER OBSERVINC; SYSTEM
PRECIP RATE: 0.011 IN/HR TYPE: R-
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(a) Graphics Display 20:56-21:54
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(b) Tabular Display :21:04-21:20

FIGURE :2.6. Real-Tlme Displays of Present Weather Data 4 September 1988.
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NSS PRESENT WEATHER OBSERVING SYSTEM
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(a) Graphics Display : 21:55-22:53
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(b) Tabular Display 22:03-22:19

FIGURE :2.7. Real-Time Displays of Present Weather Data : 4 September 1988.
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To'lbic 2.4. Legend of S\ mbols wi \tbC\t 0 t H i t(I4( ii' l1Tbto
Display", of' thle lis Inc [iPire>,ertt ~c t. on-&r

GRAPHICS DISPLAY LEGEND

UPPER GRAPHIC DISPLAY Past One Hour of Rain Rate (inches I Hour)

LOWER GRAPHIC DISPLAY Past One Hour of Visual Range (Miles)

PRESENT TIME CURSER Two-Minute Break In One-Hour Displays

PRESENT TIME VALUES (1) Visual Range (Miles)

(2) Precipitation Rate (inches I Hour of H2 0)

(3) Precipitation Type

(4) Ambient Temperature

PRECIPITATION ACCUMULATION :Total H420 Accumulated In Last Hour Ending

on the Hour

TABULAR DISPLAY LEGEND

COLUMN ABBRIEVIATION DESCRIPTION

1TIME Hour :Minute :Second

2 10 Instrumvent ID No.
3 VISUAL RANGE Visibility In Miles

(ASOSAWOS Rpt. Increment)

4 PRESENT WEATHER Precipitation Type /Iintensity

L-, L. L+ (Drizzle)
R-, R, R+ (Rain)
S-, 5, 5+ (Snow)
P-, P. P4- (Unidentlfied Precip.)

Obstruction to Vision
F (Fog)

H (Haze)

5 IN.OF WATER H420 In Last Minute (In Inches)

6 1 EMP. Temporpture,Degrees F

7 EVNT CNT Numbers of Particles Passing thru
Sample Volume In Last Minute

8 TOTAL EXCO Total Atmospheric Extinction
Coefficient (0 / km.)

9 EXCO-EVENrS Total EXeCO minus Particle EXCO
(1I /kin)

10 BKSTR.EXCO Scattering Coefficient at 110
degrees (I / km.)

11 RMM Remote Maintenance Monitoring
Indicators
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The scrolling can be stopped or started with the touch of a key should the operator desire

to examine a particular time interval.

The amplitude scales of the graphics display (i.e.. rainrate and visual range)

are changeable by manual instructions to the program. Automatic scale changes are

highly desirable, but were not implemented tinder the present program.

2.3.2.3 Identify Mixed Precipitation

An attempt was made during the winter and spring of the 1986/1987 test

program to identify mixed forms of precipitation. Two symbols, MRS and MSR represent-

ing mixed forms of precipitation were added to the conventional list of precipitation

symbols. The symbol MRS was used to indicate mixed rain and frozen precipitation with

the rain component dominating the frozen component. The symbol MSR symbolized

the reverse form of mixed precipitation; i.e., the frozen precipitation component dominat-

ing the rain component.

The mixed precipitation identification algorithms were based on a minor

amount of data; actually a single episode that occurred in December 1986 at IiSS Inc

prior to shipment of sensors to their test destinations at Otis ANGB and Sterling, VA.

The algorithms were installed in several sensors. Results were not

encouraging so that eventually they were removed from all sensors in which they had

been installed.

The backscatter receiver channel provides additional information which,

we believe, can aid significantly in identifying forms of mixed precipitation. This belief

is somewhat substantiated by an examination of data obtained by sensor PW-04 during

mixed precipitation episodes in the winter 1987/1988 test program at Otis ANGB. For

lack of time, the further pursuit of mixed precipitation identification algorithms was

not pursued.

2.3.2.4 Measure Snow Particle Densities

In the earlier present weather sensor development program (Reference

I). it was demonstrated that the amount of snowfall (i.e., H2 0 equivalent) was measurable

to an accuracy of 20 percent using the simple assumption that snow particles have a

density of one-tenth that of raindrops. Snowfall amount is determined with an HSS Inc

present weather type of sensor by first sizing the particles; i.e., using the amplitude

of the signal generated as the particle passes through the sample volume to place it in
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a size bin in the precipitation identification matrix. Secondly, if the identification

algorithms identify the form of precipitation as being snow, a density factor is applied

during the calculation of the amount of water in each size bin. The density factor is

required because the size bins represent true sizes of raindrops and only apparent sizes

of snow particles.

The assumption of a density of one-tenth for particles of snow proved

to be reasonable for some forms of snow; e.g., snowflakes and light powered forms.

Otiously. however, it is not a valid assumption for all forms of frozen precipitation.

A desirable goal of the present contract was to devise sensor algorithms,

which would identify several basic forms of frozen precipitation, and to determine the

density factors corresponding to those basic forms. Very little effort was directed toward

this goai. Achievement of the higher priority goals took precedent, plus there was a

gradual acknowledgment that there was insufficient information in the precipitation

recognition matrices to identify the various forms of frozen precipitation.

As in the case of mixed precipitation forms, there is now a belief' that

the additional information provided by the backscatter receiver channel, will permit

the development of algorithms that will identify several basic forms of precipitation.

When that task is undertaken, it will require the presence of a human observer capable

of identifying the basic groups of frozen precipitation having similar density factors;

e.g., (1) plates and stellars, (2) columns and needles, (3) spatial dendrites, capped columns

and irregular crystals, (4) graupel, and (5) ice pellets. It will also require an accurate

heated rain gauge to measure the equivalent amount of water in a snowfall episode, or

portion thereof. Many forms of frozen precipitation may fall in any one snowstorm,

thus placing exacting demands both on the observer and on the rain gauge.
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3.0 SENSOR PERFORMANCE

3.1 Winter 1986/1987 Tests

Sensors PW-01 through PW-04 were located at Otis ANGB during the winter

1986/1987. Sensor PW-05 was located at the NWS Sterling, VA test site for most of

the winter and then moved to Johnstown, PA toward late winter. Because of its elevation,

snow episodes can be expected to occur into early spring at Johnstown.

HSS Inc did not receive a sufficient amount of data from the test organizations

to conduct a meaningful evaluation of its sensors performance during the winter 1986/1987

test period. Therefore, we shall provide here the performance evaluation conducted

by the two test organizations: the NWS at the Sterling, VA and Johnstown, PA test sites,

and the DOT at the Otis ANGB (see Reference 6). The only editing of their results has

been to strike most references to figures and tables which have not been included here,

and to add the word "sensor" after their designator HSS.

3.1.1 Sterling and Otis Sites

3.1.1.1 Precipitation Detection and False Alarms

"The HSS sensor was tested during 105.77 hours of precipitation occurrence

at the Sterling and Johnstown test sites. The HSS sensor correctly detected precipitation

with minute-by-minute human observations 98% of the time. A detection accuracy rate

of 97% was recorded during 27.27 hours of rain occurrence and 98% during 76.1 hours

of snow occurrences. As previously shown, the HSS sensor accurately detected the

beginning of precipitation occurrences. In fact, the sensor began a snow event in advance

of the human's observation by 2 minutes. It was, therefore, concluded that HSS surpasses

the ASOS detection requirements, as it reports an occurrence when the precipitation

rate-of-fall is less than 0.01 in/hr (0.25 mm/hr). HSS detection was so sensitive that

it appeared to report precipitation even if only a few snowflakes or raindrops fell through

its sample volume. This sensitivity to particles in its sample volume, although

advantageous to very accurate precipitation detection, did cause problems in falsely

indicating precipitation occurrence during blowing snow. An example of this was during

a snow event at Sterling on 01/23/87. The HSS sensor accurately detected over 10 hours

of snow occurrences. However, when the snow ended and increased wind produced blowing

snow, the IISS sensor continued to indicate light snow. Similar detection false alarms

in blowing snow were seen in Johnstown."
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"The HSS recorded an overall false alarm rate of less than 0.2% during

a relatively short time period of no precipitation (1127.5 hours). The HSS, therefore,

meets the ASOS false alarm rate requirements."

Authors' Comment: A point sensor cannot distinguish blowing snow from

falling snow. We question whether the detection of blowing snow should be considered

a false alarm.

3.1.1.2 Precipitation Identification

"The HSS sensor exceeded the ASOS differentiation requirements for

solid precipitation by correctly reporting snow 98% of the time, and it was correctly

reported or reported as a 'mixed state' or 'P' 100% of the time. However, the HSS sensor

had much difficulty correctly reporting liquid precipitation as such. In the 26.17 hours

of liquid precipitation only detection, the HSS sensor correctly reported liquid precipitation

only 42% of the time, and it was correctly reported or reported as 'mixed state' or 'P'

52% of the time. This differentiation problem is illustrated in detail in Table 3-6 (not

shown here) when the human reported 'SG-' changing to R- but the HSS sensor maintained

a 'S-' report."

3.1.1.3 Precipitation Accumulation

"A minimal amount of data was accumulated prior to the test report to

compare the HSS sensor generated rain accumulations with standard rain gauge

measurements. From the three daily totals, the HSS generated rain accumulation averaged

within 2.43 mm of the NWS standard. The maximum difference between the HSS and

standard was 4.66 mm and the minimum was 1.04 mm. In all of the comparisons, the

HSS accumulation value was less than that of the standard rain gauge."

"Comparison of water equivalent accumulations during snow events by

the HSS sensor and the human observer were conducted during 2 events at Johnstown.

Wind accompanying the snowfall made such measurements difficult. Such comparisons

at Johnstown show the HSS Inc continually indicating less snow than that recorded

manually."

"Further testing is recommended to adequately compare the HSS generated

rain and water equivalent accumulations."
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3.1.1.4 Precipitation Intensities

"The set of measurements (hourly rates) analyzed to evaluate the HSS

sensor performance in comparison to the ASOS precipitation rate requirement was

relatively small and the sensor did not compare well with the standard rain gauge in

this limited data set. A much larger set of comparison measurements is needed to properly

evaluate the precipitation rate requirement."

"For additional information, comparison matrices of minute-by-minute

human observations vs. IISS sensor observations of precipitation intensities were made.

The HSS sensor reported liquid precipitation intensities within one intensity category

of the human otservation 100% of thv time. The HISS sensor reports snow intensities

within one intensity category of the human reports 97.7% of the time. No reporting

tendency is obvious."

3.1.1.5 Field Performance

"The HSS sensor operated continuously for approximately 3 months in

a wide range of environmental conditions without component failure. Wind vibration

did not affect the sensor or its mounting. Some accumulation of snow in the sensor's

hood did affect its snow intensity output, but did not cause complete sensor failure."

3.1.2 Otis, MA Test Site

3.1.2.1 Precipitation Detection

"The HSS sensors were tested during a combined 180.88 hours of

precipitation occurrence at the Otis, MA Test Site. The sensors recorded detection rates

(with human observers) of 96-100% in snow, 86%-96% in rain/drizzle, and 100% in ice

pellets for 3 of the sensors (PW-01 recorded a 60% rate for ice pellets.)"

3.1.2.2 Precipitation Identification

"During the small amount of snow occurrence recorded at the test site

(less than 3 hours per sensor), the sensors failed to meet the ASOS snow differentiation

requirements, although a few sensors did come close. The HSS sensors correctly reported

snow as snow (and not as rain or 'mixed') over a wide range of values (60-10096 of the

time) and correctly report snow as snow or as a 'mixed state' 66-100% of the time. Again,
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the sample size of snow test data is very small and could, therefore, be classified

inconclusive, and undoubtedly contributed to the wide range of differentiation rates

among the sensors."

"Only IISS PW-01 sensor met or nearly met (within 1%) the ASOS liquid

differentiation requirements. This sensor correctly reported liquid as liquid (and not

snow of 'mixed state') or as a 'mixed state' 98% of the time. The remaining three sensors

correctly reported liquid precipitation from 60%-75% of the time, and reported liquid

correctly or as a 'mixed state' from 88%-90% of the time. These correct rates do not

meet the ASOS requirements."

3.1.2.3 Precipitation Accumulation

"Precipitation accumulation/rate occurrences of three HSS sensors (PW-01

doesn't accumulate rain) were evaluated. Table 3-24 (not shown here) shows the correction

factors for the HSS sensors. As seen, the HSS sensors required smaller correction factors

than the STI sensors. The crooked HSS plots resulted from the mistaken identification

of rain as snow by the HSS sensors, which then results in the sensor calculating only

one-tenth the liquid water content as rain for the same number and size of particles.

The HSS sensors give a straight-line comparison whenever they correctly identify the

precipitation type. "

3.1.2.4 Precipitation Intensities

"Comparison matrices of minute-by-minute human observations and sensor

reports of precipitation intensities were made. All HSS sensors reported precipitation

intensities within one category 88%-100% of the time."

3.1.2.5 Field Performance

"The HSS sensors operated continuously at the test site during a wide

range of environmental conditions with no component failures or alignment problems.

The sensors did, however, experience failure due to snow-clogged lenses during two

blizzards at Otis. The lens' heaters were apparently overwhelmed during the blizzard's

extreme conditions, but they were able to clean the lenses after the conditions had

improved. The HSS sensors were clear of snow-clogging during other less-severe snow

events."
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3.2 Winter 1987/1988 Tests

During the winter 1987/1988, the ItSS Inc type of present weather sensors involved

in test programs were disbursed to several locations as shown in Table 2.2. PW-01, PW-02,

PW-04, PW-09, and PIV-11 were situated at the Otis ANGB where the DOT conducted

a Present Weather Sensor performance evaluation test program sponsored by the NWS

and FAA. PW-05 was installed at Fairbanks, Alaska by the NWS to evaluate its capability

to detect small ice crystals that are not an uncommon atmospheric phenomenon in that

region. PM-03 was installed at the Worcester, MA airport where a performance evaluation

of freezing precipitation sensors was also conducted by the DOT. The PW-03 itself was

not under test; it was being utilized for its capability to detect the onset and presence

of precipitation at an unmanned test location. Two other sensors PW-07 and PW-10 did

not participate in any test programs.

At Otis ANGB, the present weather sensor data was collected by a DOT data

acquisition system that utilized a PDP-11/23+ computer. After the test program was

over, HSS Inc was furnished disks of data from which to conduct a performance evaluation

of the HSS Inc sensors over the duration of the test program. Small amounts of data

were furnished during the course of test program so that HSS Inc could conduct a snapshot

performance analysis of the sensors.

The performance analysis presented here was conducted on three Model PW-402A

operational type sensors; namely, PW-04, PW-09, and PW-11. The limited number of

data channels on the DOT data acquisition system excluded PW-01 from the test program,

and PW-02 was returned to HSS Inc midway during the test program to correct an

electronic failure; it was never returned to the test site, rather it was installed at AFGL

for demonstration of present weather sensor capabilities.

No information on the performance of the PW-05 sensor at Fairbanks, Alaska

is yet available, so that none is included in this report.

3.2.1 Precipitation Detection and False Alarms

3.2.1.1. Detection

The onset of precipitation provides the best opportunity to evaluate the

precipitation detection capability of present weather sensors. The only drawback to
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that approach is the obvious necessity for a human observer to be present at the start

of a precipitation ci'"'de. Durino the five months of sensor porformaeoc cvnhmation

at the AFGL-WTF, a human observer was present only three times when precipitation

episodes started. The AFGL-WTF did not have 24 hr. observer coverage; rather an on-call

observer was posted just before or after an episode started. A full-time observer was

present at the Otis Air Traffic Control Tower, which is located nearly a mile away.

Their observations, therefore, were not adequate to evaluate sensor detection capability.

Examples of the precipitation detection capability of HSS Inc present

weather sensors are illustrated in Table 3.1, where a comparison is made with human

observations at the onset of precipitation for the three episodes where data is available.

The present weather sensors invariably indicate the onset of precipitation

within a few minutes of the human observer, and in one case (16 March), two of the sensors

detected precipitation prior to the human observer.

Measurements by the weighing rain gauge are shown for each episode.

the units of measurement are 1/10,000 of an inch. Negative values are indicative, we

understand, of high wind conditions not precipitation. For example, the first indication

of rain by the weighing rain gauge during the 20 February episode occurred at 14 minutes

after onset of precipitation.

3.2.1.2 False Alarms

The procedure for determining the false alarm rate of the present weather

sensors was straightforward. First, the total number of reporting periods (minutes) that

the DOT data acquisition system was functional and provided reports during a given month

was established for each sensor as shown in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

Next, the number of reporting periods during which precipitation was

actually detected by a given sensor was established. In this case, the sensor detection

reports themselves were used to establish the true occurrences of precipitation, with

the proviso that the Otis tower observer must have also reported precipitation within

ten minutes of the sensors detection report.

The sample data base for false alarms was then found by subtracting the

number of minutes for which true precipitation occurrences were reported from the

total number of operating minutes of the data acquisition system.
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Table 3.1. Onset of Precipitation as indicated by the AFGL-WTF Observer,
the Weighing Rain Gauge and three IISS Inc Present Weather
Sensors, for three Precipitation Lpisodes.

DATE : 12 Febuary 1988

pW- 04 S -S- S - i _S S - -

Pw- ; 04 1 - P- s- s- - s- s- s- I- s- s- s- s- s-
WR I-.

PW- 09 p- IP- P-]P-PP P R RR R-1 R PP R , R + R +~

pw 1 S_ p _ P _ _1 1_ S -S _i - S
IN X.10 4  0 -21000 -. o 0 -. 10 .2 72 000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Elapsed Time (Minutes)

DATE : 20 Febuary 1988
W TF 09S. R -R-- R-- R--1,R-- R-- R-11 R-- R-- R-- R--1 1R- -  - R-- R-- R-- R-- R-- R-- R--

PW-04 P- P-P R- R- R- R- R - R- R-

PW-09 P P- PR- R-R- P- R- R- P- R- R- R-R- R-

I- R- R R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R- R-

WRG 4  0 -. ol0 0 -.1 0 0 0 0 -.1 0 .4 0 0 -1 0 -.1 0
IN X 10 -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Elapsed Time (Minutes)

DATE : 16 March 1988

W O SS--S-- S- S- S-R-- R-- R-- R- - R-- R-- R-- R-- R-- NP NP

PW-04 P- P- P- S- S i 5- - - S5- S- S- P P P NP P- 5-

PW- 09 S- - S- S- S 5- S- - - - - 5- 5- 5- P P P P P P

PW-11 P- - R- R- R R+ R R- R- P R- P P P NP P P

W RG _ - 0
NX1 4  0 0 0 0 0 0 26 2 120.1 .9 5.2 2.4 1.9 09 1.0.70.40.2 0 Q2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Elapsed Time (Minutes)
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TABLE: 3.2. Precipitation False Alarm Analysis:
Summary of Results for PW-04

TIME PERIOD: 2 FEBRUARY - 9 JUNE 19e8

THRESHOLD LEVEL: 0.00001 in/min

SAMPLE TIME PERIOD: one minute

INSTRUMENT: PW-04

DATA LOGGER PRECIPITATION SAMPLE FALSE

OPERATING OCCURRING DATA BASE ALARMS

MONTH (mi n) (min) (rri rm (Mi n;

FEBRUARY 23279 6162 17105 46

MARCH 25341 4858 20483 10

APRIL 30468 6859 23609 21

MAY 12233 5559 6674 0

JUNE 4776 20 4756 0

TOTALS: 96097 23458 72627 7-

FALSE ALARM RATE = (FALSE ALARMS)/'(SAMPLE DATA BASE)

= 77/72627 = 0.00106
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TABLE: 3.3. Precipitation False Alarm~ Analysis:
Summary of Results for PW-09

TIME PERIOD: 28 JANUARY - 9 JYJNE 1988

THRESHOLD LEVEL: 0.00001 in/min~

SAMPLE TIME PERIOD: one mrinute

INSTRUMENT: PW-09

DATA LOGGER PRECIPITATION SAMPLE FALSE

OPERATING OCCURRING DATA BASE ALARMS

MONTH (minri (min) (mn)(n)

JANUARY 1762 01762 0

FEBRUARY 26892 6334 19818 12

MARCH 2 5 04 1 4 8 58 20483 is

APRIL 30468 6859 23609 6

MAY 12233 5559 6674 A)

JUNE 477C6 20 4756 C,

TOTALS: 101472 23630 77102 33

FALSE ALARM RATE =(FALSE ALARMS)/SAMPLE DATA BASE)

= ?3/77102 =0.00043
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TABLE: 3.4. Prec4, tatinr False Alarm Analysis:
Summary of Results for PW-11

TIME PERIOD: 2C JANUARY - 9 JUNE 1988

THRESHOLD LEVEL: 0.00001 in.'min

SAMPLE TIME PERIOD: one minute

INSTRUMENT: PW-11

DATA LOGGER PRECIPITATION SAMPLE FALSE

OPERATING OCCURRING DATA BASE ALARMS

MONTH <m in) (min) (min) -main)

JANUARY 1762 0 1762 C,

FEBRUARY 27361 6322 20210 80

MARCH 25341 4858 20483 12

APRIL 30468 6859 23609 5

MAY 122?3 5559 6674 13

JUNE ---..-...

TOTALS: 97165 23598 '72744 I11

FALSE ALARM RATE = FALSE ALARMS) -(SAMPLE DATA BASE)

= 110/72744 = 0.OC151
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The monthl- data base for potential false alarms is given in column four

c," d(h table. The number of actual false alarms reported in any given month is given

in column five. The false alarm rate for each sensor was calculated by dividing the total

number of false alarms b% the total number of minutes in the data base.

For to of the sensors. PW-04 and PW-11, the majority of false alarms

occurred during one brief period in February, and were traced to sunglints from windshields

of automobiles parked nearby. These sensors were re-oriented slightly as described in

Section 2.3.1.4 and the false alarms ceased. The cause of the other false alarm

occurrences was never established.

3.2.2 Precipitation Identification

3.2.2.1 Data Base

The test data furnished to IISS Inc covered the time period from late

January through early June. The occurrences of precipitation during that time period

were treated as 77 separate episodes. In four instances, a changeover from rain to snow

or vice versa occurred. The precipitation before the changeover was treated as a separate

episode from the precipitation which occurred after the changeover. No attempt was

made to evaluate the performance during the brief periods of mixed precipitation between

changeovers. Thus, the data base for evaluating the precipitation identification

capabilities of the sensors consisted entirely of snow or rain episodes as shown in Table

3.5. The true identity of the precipitation was established using the AFGL-WTF human

observations when that observer was present or the Otis tower observations when he

was not.

3.2.2.2 Sensor Performance

The performance of each sensor was evaluated using three detection

thresholds: 0.01. 0.005, and 0.0025 inches per hour of water for rain episodes, or equivalent

water content for snow episodes. Precipitation amounts were determined from the

minute-by-minute reports of each sensor.

Table 3.6 shows the performance of sensor PW-04 for rain episodes. This

analysis demonstrates that sensor PW-04 meets the ASOS rain identification requirements

at threshold levels of 0.01 and 0.005 inches per hour and falls just a little short at a

threshold of 0.0025 inches per hour.

Table 3.7 shows the performance of sensor P-04 for snow episodes.
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TABLE: 3.5 Data Base for the Precipitaticn Identification
Permformance Analysis

DATE TIME EPISODE HUMAN OBSERVER COMMENTS

PERIOD TYPE OTIS AFGL

TOWER WTF

2/2/88 16:11-23:59 R R-F R

2/3/88 0:00- 1:24 R R-F R-F CHANGEOVER R ->S

2/3/88 2:49- 7:16 S S-F S

2/12/88 7:33-10:40 5 S-F S- CHANGEOVER S -)R

2/12/88 11:21-23:59 R R-F R-F

2/15/88 22:05-23:59 R R-

2/16/88 0:00- 5:11 R R-F--

2/16/88 12:20-17:25 R R-F R

2/20/88 2:17-11:45 R R- R

2/24/88 3:00- 4:30 R R---

2/24/88 7:40- 8:40 R R-F --- CHANGEOVER R ->S

2/24/88 9:00-12:25 S S-F 5-

2/25/88 23:16-23:55 S 5---

2/28/88 3:39- 4:28 S SW---

3/4/88 6:24- 8:35 R R-F,L-F R-

3/4/88 19:20-23:59 R R-F--

3/5/86 0:00- 1:23 R R-F --- CHANGEOVER R -)S

3/5/88 1:49- 4:14 5 IP-,S-F --

3/10/88 1:08- 1:29 R R-F--

3/10/86 13:05-14:38 R R-F--

3/14/88 12:12-15:25 5 S-F 5-

3/15/88 2:48- 9:09 5 S- S-,SG

3/20/88 13:37-14:50 S 5- 5-

3/20/88 17:59-18:25 5 Sw 5-

3/26/88 20:20-23:59 R R-.R-F --

3/27/88 0:00- 2:43 R R-,R-F --

3/27/88 3:11- 4:00 R R-,R-F

3/27/68 5:05- 5:27 R L-,R- --
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TABLE: 3.. (cont'd) Data Base for the Precipitation
Identificaticn Permformance Analysis

DATE TIME EPISODE HUMAN OBSERVER COMMENTS
PERIOD TYPE OTIS AFGL

TOWER WTF

3/27/88 7:00-12:30 R RF,R-F -

4/4/88 13:59-15:05 R R-F

4/4/88 15:45-17:59 R R-F

4/4/88 20:15-21:50 R R-F

4/7/88 20:40-22:46 R L-F

4/7/88 23:40-23:59 R L-F ---

4/8/88 0:00- 0:36 R L-F

4/8/88 6:33- 7:57 R L-F

4/8/88 15:58-20:12 R L-F ---

4/8/88 20:20-23:59 R L-F,R-F ---

4/9/88 0:01-23:59 R L-F,R-F ---

4/11/88 10:55-23:00 R L-F,R-F

4/12/88 2:14-17:59 R L-

4/15/88 8:45- 9:03 R RW- ---

4/15/88 23:00-23:58 R RW-F.L-F ---

4/16/88 0:01- 1:28 R L-F ---

4/16/88 6:54- 9:17 R R-F ---

4/16/88 15:38-15:58 R RW-

4/18/88 16:54-19:21 R L ---

4/18/88 19:25-23:59 R R-F ---

4/19/88 0:01- 0:58 R R-F ---

4/21/88 13:26-13:49 R R ---

4/23/88 20:55-21:32 R RW-,IP-

4/28/88 14:15-17:06 R RW-,R-F ---

4/28/88 18:28-23:30 R R-F,RF

5/6/88 15:16-15:50 R R-F

5/6/88 17:45-22:10 R R-F

5/17/88 1:05- 3:S9 R R-F ---

5/7/88 4:00- 7:53 R R-F

5/10/88 15:06-15:58 R RW- ,R-F ---
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TABLE: 3.5. (cont'd) Data Base for the Precipitation
Identification Permformance Analysis

DATE TIME EPISODE HUMAN OBSERVER COMMENTS
PERIOD TYPE OTIS AFGL

TOWER WTF

5/11/88 6:05- 7:59 R R-

5/11/88 8:00-11:54 R R-

5/11/88 13:20-15:59 R RW-F ---

5/11/88 16:00-19:48 R R-F

5/14/88 13:24-14:24 R R ---

5/16/88 18:56-23:30 R RW-F,R- ---

5/17/88 23:51-23:21 R RW- ---

5/19/88 9:00-23:53 R R-F ---

5/20/88 0:30-11:42 R R-F ---

5/21/88 11:03-11:59 R R-F,TRW-F ---

5/21/88 12:00-13:59 R R-F

5/25/88 8:00-10:00 R RW-F,TF

5/25/88 13:27-15:59 R R-F

5/25/88 16:00-18:01 R R-F ---

5/25/88 20:14-23:03 R R-F ---

5/30/88 14:39-14:56 R R-F ---

5/30/88 18:00-19:29 R RW- ---

5/30/88 20:45-23:59 R RW- ---

6/9/88 12:12-23:00 R R-,R-F ---
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This analysis demonstrates that sensor PX -04 also meets the snow identification

requirements at threshold levels of 0.01 and 0.005 inches per hour and falls just short

of meeting the requirements at a threshold of 0.0025 inches per hour.

Table 3.8 and 3.9 provide the performance analysis for sensor PW-09 in

rain and snow episodes, respectively. While PW-09 essentially meets the ASOS

identification requirements for rain episodes, it falls considerably short of meeting the

snow identification requirements. The same situation is repeated for sensor PW-I I as

is shown in Tables 3.10 and 3.11. Sensor PW-11 meets the rain identification requirements

but falls considerably short of meeting the snow identification requirements.

These three performance evaluation analyses demonstrate that the

backscatter receiver channel aids considerably in the precipitation identification process.

It elevated the rain identification performance from just meeting the ASOS requirements

as indicated by sensors PW-09 and PW-11 to well beyond the requirements as indicated

by sensor PW-04: and it raised the snow identification performance from well below

to well above the ASOS requirements.

The poor identification performance of sensors PW-09 and PW-11 during

snow episodes is attributed to the windy conditions that invariably accompany snowstorms

on Cape Cod. Senscr PIV-f4. with its backscatter receiver channel, is immune to the

affects of wind on the precipitation identification process, for all except the very lightest

of precipitation.

3.2.3 Precipitation Accumulation

Figure 3.1, in three parts, provides the rainrate history for a rain episode that

occurred on 28 April 1988 at Otis ANGB. Rainrate measurements made by the AFGL

weighing rain gauge and sensor PW-04 are shown. This comparison of measurements

on a rainrate basis shows good agreement between the two sensors. But, because rainfall

is hardly ever constant, as is illustrated in the figure, a comparison of the accuracy of

sensors on a rainrate basis is difficult. An easier method of judging the accuracy of

a rain gauge is to compare its rainfall accumulation measurements with those of a

reference rain gauge for all or a significant fraction of a rain episode.

Rain accumulation measurements for the 28 April 1988 episode are shown in Figure

3.2, again in three parts. These plots show the final accumulation values for all three

present weather sensors plus the weighing rain gauge and a tipping bucket rain gauge.

For this episode, the final accumulation measurement of sensor PW-04 agrees

with that of the weighing rain gauge within a few percent. The accumulation

measurements of sensors, PW-09 and PW-1I differ by greater amounts while the tipping

bucket reads only one-half the amount of the weighing rain gauge.
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When the comparison of rain accumulation measurements between two sensors

shows good agreement, then it is a reasonable assumption that the rainrate values which.

when time-integrated, make up an accumulation measurement, must agree to an accurac

close to the accuracy determined for accumulation measurements. This assumption.

however, is weighted in favor of the heavier rainrates. A rain gauge may not accurately

measure very light rainfall or drizzle, or perhaps not even detect it, yet when

accumulations are compared against a reference standard at the end of a rain episode,

they could show agreement. This latter dilemma might be avoided by restricting the

accumulation comparisons to portions of a rain episode where the rainrate is fairly constant

and of the same intensity, if such data can be found.

To get an estimate of' the rainrate measurement accuracy of the HSS Inc type

of present weather sensors, the accumulation measurements of the PW-04 were compared

with those of the weighing rain gauge for the winter 1987/1988 test period. Similar

quantitative comparisons with the other HSS Inc type of present weather sensors were

not made because of their failure to identify precipitation with the accuracy required

by the ASOS performance speci fications. Because the HSS Inc sensors apply a one-tenth

density factor on all snow identifications to obtain the equivalent water content, any

mis-identification of rain as snow will subject the accumulation values to error.

The criteria employed in the evaluation of the rainfall accumulation measurement

accuracy of the PW-04 were as follows:

(1) The weighing rain gauge (WRG) was used as the reference standard.

(2) Only pure rain episodes were used in the comparison of measurements.

Any portion of an episode with snow or mixed precipitation was ex-

cluded.

(3) Only rain episodes where the accumulation was equal to or greater

than 0.10 inches in a four-hour time period were included.

The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 3.3. Because of the striking

changre in the slope of the best-fit regression line that occurred midway through the

test period, the comparison was separated into two time periods as shown in the figure.

[)uring the first half of the test period there is a large systematic difference

between the measurements of the two instruments. Only a minor systematic difference

occurs during the second half of the test period.

No explanation has yet been found for the large systematic difference that occurred

during the first half of the time period. All three sensors PW-04, PW-09 and PV-l I

exhibited the same identical behavior. Wind speed and direction effects on the PW-04

sensor were examined as a possible explanation. It appears unlikely that these effects
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were the cause. In both test periods, wind speeds in general ranged between 4 and 22

knots and the wind direction varied only between North to North North East.

It' was not possible for IISS Inc to investigate any potential problems with tile

weighing rain gauge. Potential problems might arise from effects, heaters effects or

a drift in the calibration.

The tipping bucket rain gauge, which might have provided an identification of

which of the sensors had tile systematic error, was malfunctioning through most of the

entire test period and, therefore, of no assistance.

Because the systematic error could not be assigned definitively to either the PW\-04

sensor or the weighing rain gauge, the statistical error of the PW-04 was determined

by the deviations from the line of linear regression of the data points. The results are

shown below.

TIME PERIOD % RMS ERROR

12 Feb.- 11 April 1988 14.8

18 Apr. - 9 June 1988 3.0

The inability described above to establish true rain accumulations with a high

degree of certainty, demonstrate the need to have at least three rain gauges, perhaps

of varying types, as the reference standard during a performance test program.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

This R&D program was intended to upgrade two AFGL present weather sensors

through a series of hardware and software modifications to achieve two basic objectives:

(1) to arrive at a sensor performance that would meet the ASOS/AWOS performance

specifications, and (2) to provide additional sensor capabilities for Air Force present

Weather Sensors beyond those required of present weather sensors as defined by the

N WS-ASOS and FAA-AWOS specifications.

The ASOS and AWOS Present Weather Sensor specifications are concerned primarily

with the detection and identification of precipitation and the measurement of its rate

of fall. In the winter 1987/1988 test program, after hardware and software changes

were made to the present weather sensors, the following capabilities were demonstrated

with three newer model sensors that had the upgraded capabilities of the Air Force sensors.

(1) All three sensors meet the ASOS threshold detection requirements

(2) All three sensors meet the ASOS false alarm rate requirement

(3) One sensor (PW-04), the only sensor with a backscatter receiver' channel,

meets the ASOS precipitation identification requirements

(4) Left undetermined is whether the sensors meet the ASOS rainrate accuracy

requirement because of uncertainites about the reference standard.

The program concentrated on achieving the first (primary) objective and did not

succeed in achieving several of the secondary objectives which would have enhanced

the sensor capabilities that are beyond those required of ASOS/AWOS sensors. Specific

secondary upgrades that were, or were not, achieved are as follows:

Upgrades Achieved

I. Provide Transmissometer Equivalent EXCO's

2. Provide Graphic Video Display of Rainrate and Visual Range

3. Provide Semi-Automatic Calibration Checks

Upgrades Not Achieved

I. Identify Hail and Ice Pellets

2. Identify Mixed Precipitation

3. Resolve Differences in Density of Snow Particle Typcs

4. Distinguish between Fog and Smoke/Dust as an Obstruction to Vision
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4.2 Recommendations

It has been demonstrated that an HSS Inc present weather sensor having a

backscatter receiver channel can meet the ASOS precipitation detection, precipitation

identification and false alarm rate requirements of the ASOS performance specifications.

A question remains concerning its ability to meet the rainrate measurement accuracy

requirement due to uncertainty about the reference standards employed.

The ability of HSS Inc present weather sensors to meet the ASOS detection and

false alarm rate requirements is assured by the results achieved with several sensors

in the present program. Further testing with a number of sensors having backscatter

receiver channels ncds to be performed to insure that the ASOS precipitation identifi-

cation requirements can be achieved by more than just the prototype sensor.

The IISS Inc Present Weather Sensors already provide more functional capability

than is required of ASOS/AWOS sensors. They can measure visual range and determine

whether for is accompanying any form of precipitation. They have an on-board tempera-

ture sensor with provision for an on-board relative humidity sensor. Alternatively, they

can communicate with other systems to acquire temperature or relative humidity

measurements for use in on-board identification algorithms. As yet, temperature has

never been used for purposes of identifying precipitation because it would interfere with

the improvement of identification algorithms and also interface with the testing of sensor

capabilities. However, there is indication that ASOS and AWOS systems will someday

pe, mit the utilization of temperature as part of the precipitation identification process.

The addition of the backscatter receiver channel opens up the possibility of achiev-

ing some of the secondary goals which were not achieved under the present program:

e.g., (1) identification of hail and ice pellets, (2) identifying mixed precipitation, (3)

resolving differences in densities of snow particle types (and thus assuring accurate snow

accimulation measurements) and (4) distinguishing between fog and smoke/dust.

Also, further sensor tests of the rainrate and rain accumulation accuracies are

indicated. But, such tests should employ at least three independent reference rain gauges

and assume that two out of the three are in agreement to within the accuracy required

of the ASOS sensors in order to have a reliable reference standard by which to judge

the accuracy of the present weather sensors.

The subject of snowfall accumulation accuracies was not addressed in this program.

Now that highly reliable precipitation identifications are achievable any future test

program should address this subject.
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A concept called sensor fusion is evolving in the military application of all forms

of sensors. It refers to the development of multifunction sensors that share housings,

optics, detectors, signal processors and displays to achieve measurable improvement

in capability, affordability and reliability.

If all secondary goals can be added to the present weather sensor capabilities,

then a significant number of difficult meteorological measurements could be made by

the one automated sensor.
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APPENDIX A

MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

OF THE

IHSS INC PRESENT WEATHER SENSORS

NOTE: This Appendix refers to the Model PW-403 Present Weather Sensor. The

measurement principles of other models of 1HSS Inc present weather sensors are

similar in all respects.
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A-0 MEASURE:MENT PRINCIPLES

A-I \ i-ibility %,a'CiUr~ment--

The M%-403 ha all the featfre . of a forward-,catter vis;ibilitv sensor; i.e., it

belonig, to the cla- > of nephelometer , which measure the amount of light scattered at

angles le,-s than 90 degrees by ,mall particulate,, uspended in, or large particles, passing,

thr'ough. its samlple volume. In the case of the PW -403, the sample volume is definied

b\ the intersection of the transmitted beam of light and the ray-rone which define, the

field of view of the receiver system as shown in Figure A-i.

Figure A-I. Top view of PW-403 Sensor Head.

Suspended particle-- such as fog. haze and smoke aerosol-- and precipitating particles

'uch a, rain, snow, ice pellets. drizzle and mi.,,t account for essentially all of the

aitrio~pheric extinction of vis-ible and near-visible optical radiations, for horizontal visual

rain'e, uIP to approximately 100 kilometers. Beyond that range cattering by tile molecular

oon~tituent-, of the atmo~phere begin to pla% a role. In the visible and near vi~iblc spectral

re-j on, the domuinant ero~ol attenuation proce-~ is \lie-sattering. Aerosol absorption

pa.a negligible role in most natural environment,. th'> the atmo~phere scl ttrirro'

4.Oefficient and oxtinction coefficient are \'~non\ mous.
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Visual Range Determination

Nearly all in-triemental method, of determining vi-,uill rango tart with a

(quantitatiwv measurement of the at mo.pheric extinction coefficient P. Becaue

i, meva.ured in the vicinity of the in'strument an assumption must be made that

the prevailing environmental conditions are uniform over the scale of visual ranges of

interct. The extinction coefficient is converted to visual range by application of: (1)

Koschmieder's Law (for daytime visual range). Allard' Law (for nighttime visual range).

or (3) variations on to,chmieder and Allard's Laws.

When an observer looks at a distant target the light from the target that reache,

the obcrver is diminished by absorption and scattering (the two components of extinction).

In addition to the light which originates at the target and ultimately reaches the observer.

extraneous light scattered into the line-of-sight by the intervening atmosphere is also

seen by the observer, It is this air light which we recognize as haze or fog.

The effect of extinction and added air light on the perceived brightness of visual

targets is shown graphically in Figure A-2. From this illustration we note that the apparent

contrast between object and horizon sky decreases with increasing distance from the

taroet. This i, true for both bright and dark objects.

BRIGHT OBJECT

BRIGHTNESS OF HORIZON

(0

BLACK O8EECT
-J

OBJECT-OBSERVER DISTANCE -

Fiigure A-2. Effect- of Atmophere on the Apparent Brightness

of Target Objects.

Daytime Visual Range

The original formula for calculating daytime visual range \R \&hich was, formulated

f\, Kc,'lnmeder in I 9' i-

% H : 3.912
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herjcje r i thle atmospheric extinction coefficient. Sub',equent inve~.igation.s concIUdCed

that KG~chrnieder Lused too optimistic a valie (0.02) foi' the Iinrinai contra-d thI('('4old

value of the human e%(-. A liminal value of 0.05 is believed to be more rcalistiv. For

the latter contrast threhold Ko-,chmieder's Law~ is modified to become

i.t

'nhi imple law accounts for both the extinction of light by the ati-ophere and

the addition of ,Hr lig-ht bv the amce atmosphere for a black target viewed ag Iiirrt

the horizon ,k%-. TVhu-. the ,trict definition of daytime visual range implies the limiting

divtarice zit which a black targ-et can be discerned a--ain-i thle horizon sky.

Nighttime Visual Range

Nighttime vi~iial range refer, to the distance at which an observer can "ce lights~

througrh the atni~phere at night. The formula for the diktance at which light , of inten-sity

Ican be een at night was given by Allard in 1876. Allard's Law ks expre'ssed t,:

Et z I e-SV/V 2

where Et is the observer's illuminance threshold and t is the atmospheric extinction

coefficient. In addition to the extinction of light by the atmosphere, this formnula account"

for the decrease of light from the point source-- of light as the inverse square of the

di -tance.

Thi>, formula for calculating nighttime visual range has a significant mathematical

difference from the formula derived from Kos.-chmieder's law. Where the latter has a

,ingle algebraic relation between visibility and extinction coefficient, the former has

a tran~cendental relation between the two quantities. Thus. thle solution can only be

found b\ an iterative numerical procedure or from a prepared table of values.

Sensor Calibration

1 he cailibration of the prototype HV-4(J3 wa>, carried out at thle Weather Ie4,

lacilit% (\' TF) of the -\ir Force Geophysics Laborator'. which i-5 located at the ()ti,

Ar N ational ( uuard Ba-c (:\N B[) on C'ape Cod, Ma(iachtusettN. The calibration wa;i made

h.> conmpiiion of' measuremcnts, with tho~e of tandard FA \ mpproved tran-ikoim tecv,.

(omipiri -on, were made over an extremnel A ide range of' fa- o tnd haize ituot ions.

lie calihr-at ion of c ich P \- 403 Pre-~ent i\ eat her Scri~or i-, traceable to the

P!1'a Urement7, rade Aith the protot., pe inmtrument at the .-\ 1G L Weather Facdiit\ . I-hi,

-Pri markC rajlibri t ion i, tran~ferred to other instrumient, of' the ame ts pe u-ing a'rmr

ireference -tandard" who~e 'equivalent extinction coefficien " wit, e'-tzbli'iicd at the

A-3



time of the primary calibration. A secondary reference standard similar in construction

to the prinmr\ tandard ik firnikhed with each in.trument so that the senor calibration

can be perio, ic' ll\ checked. The -econdary reference standard ha, received it. value

of equivalent extinction coefficient b a comparison with the primary reference standard.

Fhe calibration constant for the econdary reference standard.

Measurement Range

The visibility measurement range is a fixed range that is set at the factory.

It cannot be changed by the operator in the field. If a change of coverage is required,

the sensor must be returned to the manufacturer.

A-2 Precipitation Measurement,;

Outline of Principles

The P\-403 determines the type and qiantity of precipitation in addition to the

viibility. It measures the amplitude and duration of the light pulse caused b\ each

precipitation particle falling through the sample volume to determine the particle ,ize

and velocity. The ize and velocity information is stored in a data matrix by the

microcomputer. The particle ize/velocity data is collected and stored for a time interval

(the measurement time period, usually one minute) adequate to provide a statistically

-ignificant and representative sample of particle sizes and velocities. The size and velocity

ditributions of particles in the matrix are used to determine the type of precipitation

is h~lown in Figure 2-3. Small numbers of particles with distributions not indicative of

rain or snow are considered not to be precipitation and are rejected by fais.e alarm

algorithms.

Once precipitation occurrence ha, been determined, the particle size/velocit\

ditribution, are ued to identify the type of precipitation and to mea.-ure its intenit\.

To meaure the intensity, the number of particle-, in cacti ize bin of the matrix are

turmed. then multiplied by the xquivalent volume of water and a calibration con-tant.

If the pr.,'ipJlation i, id-ritified A, ,now. a denit\ factor i- applied to deternim the

(,iivailert .%ater content-.

I1r-- iPltltiun I erognition Matrix

\ ize;' elocit\ matrix is a ver, convenient presentation for identif,,ing \arioti-

Corm- I4 pre,-ipitation. For this reaon we have termed such a matrix the "Precipitation
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IRc( oe'aition T.~ I " Vp[eN 01 precipit~ttion are idjentified from their "Signature" in

Ic Prc-iipitilor cm I-'ogrritjon WIiti'ix. Pie. Signnire' is thle particle size veiocit\

UihIi'it)(Itlcri twlit I- clirrlc''tr'i-tic of each l~pe o1 precipitation phiniiena.

\rr ex'w ripie of a precipti ttion recognition matrix in hrovn in Figuire A-3. TIui

Cliii' por'ti';s\%, Ill~ x Ii6 iii ri [nr'a\ of particle ze'. and veloci ties.. ize'. re irlingeci

Tin olririi lincl veI@, tic, in ro %.~

Pi'h Il~'.ulPa 1me' rn xrc for raindrop -'ize-di'.tribut ion and the ( unn-K'inzcr

meii '.rkcd vce'idtie. f~or raindrop- in s.tag'nant air were used to e'.tablisn the matrix rucles.

It' raiifAl behaved Wi the exact manner of thle Marshall-Palmer and Gurnn-fKinzer models

all r'ainrdrop niea-~urerento would fall in the data bins along the didagona1 of the

)'recipi tat ion Recogni ion Ma I ix. in pwrace. s.everal factor,. tend to dis.perse the

'.iZeVOIONI i\ eltiori'hip from the idealized chara ct eri zat ions: (1) the Marshall-Palmer

-o /C (! 'Ir ihiition for raindrop'. i onl\ a best-fit approximation, (2) "Inds and vi. d gust,

carn pertIurb thIe Weocit\ "A.ze r'clationship, ( 3) the shape of the sample volume can

jgi'itrntl Q iu & nc~ thle veloc it;\/nize charac tori tics of pa r' ie; (We-. part irle, fall iky

tlicili ri , pIron of the s;ar ple voIlmeC other than the center,. or falling in other thain

u vei-tic ifl U1irectkin because of "ind. will exhibit lightll different velority/size

ctlara( tu.riowa depending u~pon the s.hape of the sample volume and the direction of the

indf.

For t!K' furegoing r'ea~on'.. one expects raindrop count>! to show up in somne

off-diagonal bmi- of the Precipitatin Recognition Matrix a>, show n in the schematic

ilii-~trI'cion ivuin Figure A-3. Indeed, thi>, conjecture is >:ubsIantiated in practice.

Figure A-3 I., o.cci. a r'eidi>Iic portra\ al of' the u-,e of tie Precipitation Matrix to

rcnt'il fiffiiIerent kirnd'. of pieripit atrcon. T he locations of vanious. forms of precipitation

cc clflai'cli illu~traterl in the matrix are alao borne oil in practice.

A i!-ional f>1 b- )~ c'f' t !e N\ -103 I- ho.\n In IcueA-4. IhfiCm

Pii ' 11) Kq,.) d ini to wnci'.r headc are <0;'.n Ho~ve the clod Ida" lie how

[c~ccrirI -Cin tr( o)ritrncit " re h.toin n' the da-lec line..

- V, tIi, Ic cl' .- , i; I r on pat '.(E, 10. y I .the 'it III pie V )li 1,11C.:

1r -( ( I i r~i ti t ran-a c ri ti cc tt t- .i(i 'tIi e (cr r - 1c I I, ter'cj I

I i of 1 k I I 1 e. rI cIc I l t tpi c r[ i

Ii Ir tI~t I' er f I I c.

'n ~ ~ q) '.
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Ne A(' -mlnl i- e~nt to the micruproce-~or located in the control unit via an

ii~l~u ~tipcxc fad A/ L) 'onver'ter. The 'igail fromI a deJtdicaHted tenliperuture fl-o

i- ,It to ithe along- the nnme route. [hle PWTrpOMC>-'o IT(lIIflV" !aotl

R A Nl ;m d 1?.U O'Ixt ora,_ e an'J an electronic tim er. Da ta i , collect ed. ProceIed iind lo red-

b\ the 1Tin cOpr0Ce'-Or during each ample time period.

A\ I §--bit \V 1) converter is used to digitize signah) from the s-ensor head and the

tcnmpera itire en~or. [he multiplexer ik directed by the rnicreproce-,.sor to cont; njou-!\

illonitor the A\(' iol except for a pe.-iodic momnentary interruption when the temperaNture

~enorsigali-, to be anmpled. lDicitization of the AC ,ignal occur,, by a \ nc-i-nal

derived from the ~OLII''( modu(lator. The AC kinli digitally' sampled onl at the time

of peak poualive aind negaitive value, of the -ignal. The negative peak value!! are inverted.

(uuMinu the -ignal tou be dig'itally rectified.

I'he roclified AC ig-nal is treated by three dig-ital filter:, a' Thown in Fig-ure A-5.

The~e thr-c filter, ore identified a,~: (1) th ag/fa~t particle filter, (2) the -ml/l\

particle filter. and (3) the fog-tracking_ filter. Adaptive thre-'holds are u'-ed to

Iiscriinate bot%%cen s;ignal pPIes du~e to precipitation and --pikes due to noise grenerated

within the detection process-. A peak-detect routine i , u-,ed to find the maximum signal

vcdii,. The time -pcnt by- at particle tra\'ering the 'ample volume is meas ured by counting

thu nujmber of data samples representing the rectified signal pulse.

if precipitation particle is' detected by both Adaptive Threshold A and Adaptive

"Ilre'lwcld B. tfen the pea k-ignal--value and time-in-ample volume mew-ured b\ Chain

A- of the 'Oftcare routine are adopted. Peak-,ignal-value-, and time-in-ample volumes

11iilired bx (itiain 13 of the - oftware routine are adopted on],, if Adaptive Thre-mhold

1' i, -ru- ed arid Adaiptive Threshold A i., not cro-,ed.

The output of the lici tal ,,rich ruouow rectifier is, a o ent I, a ver\ na rru % band

filt(-r %%ho~c piirpo'-e iK to provide ai filtered '-ig-nal r epre~enting the at rio~pheric

oe~en'\it An dentwcal filter '. itli an added control inpuLt p)'i-vidc i signol rcprc-entin,

1Kf MItioiphor i' ooffi(-iont with ilhe effeot-, of particles reiuove-d. Jo achievc. thin re'-ilt.

I!( filtf I, f.'0d 5c. 111e M?-iite, indicated in Fityire A-5, to ignore tilE. ified

ii 'd (,ruV~!(te f' tI' ;i;jptvE, Tli ,onid him, (et('ted! pre-ipitaition p~trticlu.

P;J tIli I -I ti t i o'I

S r, p I I 'c~ -ix.'- ;11c ,4 Ic. tice I into bill- :1, 1-pr j l
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pre-ipitalion recognitiorl rnat!-;v. The peak value, are used to place particles in one

of tv. ent\-c no amplitudc categorie, rcproe(nting twcnt -one particle siz, group,,. Tlio~e

4)"101- in' Iuclo the mlta Iet- detectable particle to the la rge, 1 pa-rt icl that dJoe, not

~attwnat to heI det ector elct ron ic-,. Simfiilar~ly' tinme-in- 'amapie Volume vahue" are ni-O(1

to cto-nrize parthie velocit io, in one of' twent\ -one velo-it% groujp,.

\ Clo'it\ i-, dcterriruoed trom t,'-; time- in-saniple volume a, >h() n in Fig-urc A-7

ti-in- the ver'ti cal dinion ion of tho >amnpie volume in a, the cli -ance traveled in tha t t inmc.

Once the >ize and \'loc ity of a particle are e~tablik-hcd. the mnat rix bin a ppvroirite

to tho-0 ValUe-s i - identified and the particle nu mber in that bin i , incremented h\ one

l~ainfll:The rainfall initens ity i-, determined b\ fir,t calculating the w itcr cronto-nt

(volume) of eaci, detected drop and sum ming the volume of all drop-, to get the total

aimoujnt of .water pa , ing through the annplce volume. The final >tep in the pr~ocess, require,

d kricOA lde of the area through which the drop>, foil anrd the application of an empirically

a- tai h ed caltibra tion con -,ta nt. The in t vrii t% o f ra inrf8all i calIc ula t ed on a

mrrrute-to-nminute bau- i>.

Snowfall can al~o be measUred by the PW-41J3. The method utilizes an emfpiricll\

e~tablished den~it\v factor applicable in general to all forms of >now. (but not ice pellet,).

The value of that empirical den-,ity factor for snow ha- been found to be 01.1. Tlhlu. if

a givon form of' precipitation ha>, been e.-tablished a,, snovw the equivalent water content

i found b\ calculating the amount of water that hla, pa'Sed thr-ough1 the ',ample volume

as-uming hypothetical. pherical particles of the dimensions represented b\; each columun

of the precipitation recognition matrix then mnultipl. ing the re-nit by the 0.1 density

factor to find the equivalent water content.

A-I I



PA RTIC LE DE'FECION

D ETE CTED S\LALL
PARTICLES PARTICLE

(NOT DETECTED)

TIMIE

SIZE AND VELOCITY MIEASUREMIENT

PEAK
A '\PLITUDE TIMIE IN

(V )SAMIPLE VOLUMINE
( )

VP K2 K =Calibration Constant
R=Raindrop Radius

S L/7 S =Velocitv of Particle

L Pathlength in Sample Volume

FIGURE : A-7.TECHNIQUES USED IN PARTICLE DETECTION AND PARTICLE SIZE
AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS.
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OPERATING STATE CONFIGURATION

The operating state of the PW-402A-121 is determined by the

cu:r, + b-rai\% value of +he operafing state word (changed by

+:.e "OS" command) a-xd +he wiring to +he Processor Board

=xnector P6 pin 2 (P6-2). The operating state word is stored

in non-volatile memory and the PW-402A-121 will power up in

:-s Ias* set sta+e, assuming that Processor Board connec t or P6

has not bcen changed. For PW-402A-121 normal operalion P6-2

must be kept open. P6-2 selects a special RF Modem/Radio

communications protocol that is not implemented for the

PW-402A-121.

The logic for determining the operating state has this

restriction:

If OS Word Bit 3 is "1" (Intermittent mode selected),

OS Word Bi 2 is disabled. Data calculation as part of

response to "D?" or "A" command is inhibited.

Example Configurations:

1. PW-402A-121 operated continuously

Weather identification calculated every minute

Expanded data messages

Calibration commands disabled

Send commands: TM60

050

2. PW-402A-121 operated continuously

Weather identification calculated and messages sent only

when command "D?" or command "A" sent (polled mode)

Expanded data messages

Jazra + on commands disabled

Send commands: OSlo
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OPERATING STATE CONFIGURATION (continued)

Example confPgura ions (continued)

3. PW-402A-1Zl operated continuously

Weather identification calculated and messages sent only

when command "D?" or command "A" sent (pol2ed mode)

Expanded data messages

Calibration commands enabled

Send commands: OSI0010
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SYSTEM IDIOSYNCRASES

The PW-402A-121 was designed to be configured for any

1-b.e ope:at :r scenario. The system should allow comclete

r- crnri ver Iursfrument uperation while preventing

s* rument damage or incorrect instrument performance. These

design goals are sometimes in conflict and result in system

-..aractis+ics 4.a' can cause user confusion.

System Reset

There are two levels of system reset, complete and

functional. Compiefe reset includes initialization of all

instrument programmable hardware functions including the

communications protocol followed by a functional reset.

Functior:,l ruset includes the following:

1. Nonvolatile memory is read and parameter values are set

execpt for the communications protocol in use. A change

in communications protocol is made with a complete reset.

2. All timing is initialized, there is a 10 second

stabilization period followed by a measurement period.

3. All data is initialized.

Complete reset is caused by the following:

1. System power is applied.

2. Changes are made to the connections to the Processor Board

connector, P6.

Functional reset is caused by the following:

1. Receipt of an "RST" command.

2. Receipt of an "OS" command.

3. Completion of a calibration sequence in response to a "CE"

or "CT" command.

Programrabl]e p/a meters

Many paradefer values are can be changed by commanJs and

are stored i. the nonvolatile memory. Examples of these

rarameters are:

M-asurement period set by the "TM" command

Tr-s4rumen+ idernlifica+ion number set by the "ID" command

• • • m | | | 3



When a parameter value is changed by command, the new value

will not be incorporated in instrument operation until a

furc-+ onal rese" occurs.
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CHECK SUM USAGE

The PW-402A-121 communications protocol uses a check sum

he Frocess , Roard 56 pin 3 ]s shorted .o pin 10. All

.essa;es from the ins~rument will include a check sum value.

Input commands that do not have a valid check sum value will

not be executed and the response will be:

BAD CK SUM<ck sum><end chars>

The check sum is ositioned after the message and before the

end characters. The check sum value is between 0 and 127, and

is the sum modulo 128 (the remainder after the sum is divided

by 128) of all the ASCII values of the characters in the

message except the end characters. The check sum value is

replaced by its bit wise complement if it happens to be either

ASCII 8 (backspace), ASCII 10 (linefeed), ASCII 13 (carriage

return), or ASCII 33 (exclamation point "!").

The calculation is as follows:

C c <ck sum><end chars>

message

m

(ck sum> cJ MOD 128

n=1

IF <ck sum> = 8 THEN <ck sum> = 119

IF <ck sum> = 10 THEN <ck sum> = 117

IF <ck sum> = 13 THEN <ck sum> = 114

IF <ck sum> = 33 THEN <ck sum> = 94
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PROCESSOR BOARD CONNECTOR P6 POSITIONS

Shorted means connected to P6 pin 10. Connections can be made

in daisy chain fashion using wire wrap methods.

P6 Pin Setting Meaning

2 Open Must be open

3 Open No check sum for communications messages

Shorted Each command message to the PA)-4+64z-7-(
must include a one byte check sum and
each response from the PW-qA-12 will
include a check sum byte

4 Not used

5,6 5 Open Preset Communications parameters
6 Open selected:

Baud rate ............ 1200
Bits per word ........... 8
Transmit parity ...... None
Receive parity ....... None
Stop bits ............... 1

5 Open Programmable communications parameter
6 Shorted set I selected:

Baud rate ............. 300
Bits per word ........... 7

Transmit parity ....... Odd
Receive parity ........ Odd
Stop bits ............... 2

5 Shorted Programmable communications parameter
6 Open set 2 selected

Baud rate ............. 600
Bits per word ........... 7
Transmit parity ....... Odd
Receive parity ........ Odd
Stop bits ............... 2

5 Shorted Programmable communications parameter
6 Shorted set 3 selected

Baud rate ............ 1200
Bits per word ........... 7
Transmit parity ....... Odd
Receive parity ........ Odd
Stop bits ............... 2

P6
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PROCESSOR BOARD CONNECTOR P6 POSITIONS (continued)

P6 -lin Se tinQ Meaning

- Cer. E, characfers for each c mnlunicaf ions
S Ciper. line are <CR><LF>

7 Open End character for each communications
8 Shorted line is <CR>

7 Shor+ed End character fcr each cormunications
8 OFer line is <LF>

7 Shorted End character for each communications
8 Shorted line is <CR>

NOTE:
If end character <LF> is not selected (P6-8 shorted),
end character <CR> is selected irrespective of P6-7 state.
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OPERATING STATE MESSAGE BINARY BIT MEANINGS

The numeric value included with the operating state command
determines t he uperating configuration of the PW-402A-121.
This value is entered as a binary number (1's and O's).
Leading O's in 'he value need not be enterted. The value is
stored in non-vola t ile memory and the operating configuraoion
when power is applied is that set by the last entered
operating st ated command. The command has the following
6yntax:

OSbbbbbbbb<end chars>I
Bit 1: Must be 0

Bit 2: 1 = Calculate values and determine data message
in response to "D?" or "A" command,
ignoring measurement interval timing

0 = Values calculated and data message
determined after each measurement interval

Bit 3: 1 = Intermittent mode of operation
0 = Continuous mode of operation

Bit 4: Not used

Bit 5: 1 = Calibration commands enabled ("CE" and "CT"
commands)

0 = Calibration commands disabled

Bit 6: 1 = Compressed data message mode
0 = Expanded data message mode

Bit 7: Not used

Bit 8: Not used

EXAMPLES

OSO<end chars>
Expanded data message mode
Calibration commands disabled
Continuous mode of operation
Voi'es calculated and data message determined after each
measurement i r vei.. l

CSIOO1O<end chars>
Expanded data message mode
a. . d' o (olmando enacied
on' inuous mode of operat ion

Values calculated and data message determined after each
"D?" or "A" command
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COMMAND AND RESPONSE MESSAGES

ClUarl' I a* 'ye
_-an__ Response Meaning

A<end -hars> See LEDWI Message Send LEDWI message

Ae-,a hars> See Precic!a-:cn Send accuru'a~ed
Accumulaton precp.tatlcn ard t;ime
Message of accumulation

AC<end chars> None Clear accumulated
precipitation and time

BT?<end chars> sxxx.xx Send present value of
Total EXCO (Beta)

BL?<end chars> sxxx.xx Send present value of
EXCO (Beta) less
precipitation particle
component

C?<end chars> See Calibration Send calibration
Parameters Message parameters message

CE<end chars> See EXCO Perform EXCO calibration
Calibration (Cal bit in Operational

State must be set)

CT<end chars> See Temperature Perform temperature
Calibration calibration (Cal bit in

Operational State must
be set)

D?<end chars> See Operational Send latest operational
Message message

Dn?<end chars> Operational mess- Send accumulated
ages with "0" operational messages,
prefix starting with the latest

for n messages (1 to 10)

IDxx<end chars> None Set instrument ident-
ification number
(0 to 99)

NC,.E:

<end chars> are set by Connector P6 on Processor Board. Refer to
table of Processor Reard Connector P6 posi ions.
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COMMAND AND RESPONSE MESSAGES (cont:rued)

,)Od It a* ve

Command Response Meaning

M?<end chars> See Matrix Send Precipitation Matrix
Response accumulateJ over 'as+

5 measurerent perlods
(in intermittent mode
matrix is for last
measurement period)

OSb[b.. .]<end chars> None Set Operational State
(See Operational State Bits

P?<end chars> See Parameter Send parameter values
Message

PCn?<end chars> See RS232C Comm Send communications
Parameters parameter set n (1 to 3)

R?<end chars> See Remote Send remote maintenance
Maintenance Message message

RST<end chars> None Restart instrument

T?<end chars> See Instrument Send instrument times
Times Message message

TAxxxx<end chars> None Set sample period for
auxiliary measurements
(seconds)

TDxxxx<end chars> None Set delay before sending
each line of a message
(milliseconds)

TIxxxx<end chars> None Set operating period for
intermittent mode
(seconds)

TMxxxx<end chars> None Set measurement period
(seconds)

NOTE:
<end chars> are set by Connector P6 on Processor Board. Refer to
table of Processor Board Connector P6 positions.
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COMMAND AND RESPONSE MESSAGES (co nueJ!

F. e s s e Mednina

TIMECUT(end chars> Command was sent with mure than 10 seconds
be*.een characters; start over

- MM eF,-nd chars.' An errcr was detected in a char-ic'*er inr
the command; start over

TOO LONG<end chars> Command message was longer than 24 characters
including end characters; start over

OK<end chars> Command with no quantitative response was

understood and executed

BAD CMD<end chars> Command was not among those understood by

instrument

BAD CK SUM<end chars> Command check sum character does not match

the calculated check sum for the command

(occurs only when the check sum mode is

active)
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LEDWI MESSAGE FORMAT

Sent in response to command "A"

csCk )O '~ chairs>

0 = All RMM values OK
X = Some RMM values indicate fault

Reserved

IReserved

X = Weather Identification unknown, time since instrument
reset insufficient to make determination

N = No precipitation
L- = Light drizzle
L = Moderate drizzle
R- = Light rain
R = Moderate rain
P+ = Heavy rain

S- = Light snow
S = Moderate snow
S+ = Heavy snow
P = Mixed or other precipitation
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PRECIPITATION ACCUMNULATION MESSAGE FOR4AT

Sen* ir, response to command "A?"

x .xxxx
or ,xxxxx,xxxxx<end chars>

XX XXX I
Total time of accumulation in minutes

Instrument measurement time of accumuation
in minutes (different from total time of
accumulation if instrument is in intermittent mode)

Accumulated precipitation in inches
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CALIBRATION PARAMETER MESSAGE FORMAT

Sent in response to command "C?"

xxxx, sxx, xxxxx<,.rd chars>

Temperatur-e sensor calibration constant
(10000 nominal, typically 9000 to 11000)

EXCO calibra"ion offset consfant
(typically in range of -30 to *30)

EXCO calibration gain constant
(1800 nominal, typically 1500 to 2100)
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MATRIX RESPONSE FORMAT

Sixteen lines are sent in response to the command "M?".
Each line has a* least one numeric value, but all zero
value elements to +he richt of the last nonzero value
elemernt are removed. The maximum number of elements in a
row is twenty-one (21)

Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnr[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn ...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...)<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
Mnnn[,nnn...]<end chars>
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COMMUNICATIONS PARAMETERS FORMAT

Sent in response to command "PCn?".

xxxx , Xccx

Stop Bits(l or 2)

Parity Code
EE Tx Even Rcv Even
00 Tx Odd Rcv Odd
EO Tx Even Rcv Odd
OE Tx Odd Rcv Even
El Tx Even Rcv Ignore
OI Tx Odd Rcv Ignore
NN Tx None Rcv None

Bits per Word(7 or 8)

Baud Rate
300
600

1200
2400
4800
9600

NOTE:
Tx is for PW-402A-121 transmitted signal parameter value

Rcv is for PW-402A-121 received signal parameter value
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REMOTE MAINTENANCE MONITOR MESSAGE FORMAT

xx.xx,xx.xx,xx.x,xx.xx,x.xx,O000, 11,11,000,ccc<end chars>

0 = AC Signal Start of
A/D Conversion Active

I X = AC S~gnal Start of
A,'D Conversion Failed

0 = Sensor Head Sync
Signal Active

X = Sensor Head Sync
Signal Failed

0 = A/D Busy Signal OK

X = A/D Busy Signal Failed

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

Reserved

Data Acquisition Circuit Test Voltage
(05.00 is nomninal)

Receiver background brightness voltage
(03.00 is bright day backgroundl

Reserved

Reserved

Source optical power monitor voltage (05.00 is nominal)
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TIMING PARAMETERS MESSAGE FORMAT

Sent in response to command "T?"

xxxxxxxx,xxxx,xxx,xxxxx

Delay before each communications
response line
(0 to 10000 milliseconds)

Not used

Intermittent mode period (300 to 9999 seconds)

Time between measurements of peripheral signals
during measurement interval (5 to 9999 seconds)

Measurement interval for each operational data message
(30 to 9999 seconds)

L -
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